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ration, a corporation of New York 
Application December 4, 1953, Serial No. 396,120 

147 Claims. (C. 315-21) 

The present invention generally relates to electric space 
discharge devices and more particularly relates to cathode 
ray tubes and beam deflection systems therefor. Certain 
features of the present invention relate primarily to cath 
ode ray tubes for use in the fields of monochrome and 
polychrome television image presentation and control 
components therefor. 

Heretofore, cathode ray tubes of general application, 
and particularly cathode ray tubes adapted for use in 
monochrome and polychrome image presentation, pri 
marily have been of types wherein the electron source or 
sources and associated deflection systerns are arranged to 
deliver the beam substantially perpendicular to or at Sub 
stantial angles on the order of 45 or more with respect 
to the viewing screen. 
Commercially practicable cathode ray tubes for pre 

sentation of color video signals and capable of use with 
dot-sequential or simultaneous color systems, such as the 
system recently developed by the NTSC, as heretofore 
proposed have all required use of dissimilar phosphor 
areas of line or elemental dimension, and further require 
complex grid or masking structures of fine constructional 
detail. Such presentation systems are necessarily difficult 
to produce because of such fine constructional detail, and 
are complicated to maintain in proper operating condition 
because of inherent critical alignment of the scan pattern 
of the electron beam or beams with the grid or masking 
structures throughout the raster area. 

It is an object of this invention to present cathode ray 
tubes of simplified design. 

It is another object of this invention to present cathode 
ray tubes of lesser volume and greater compactness than 
found in conventional cathode ray devices of comparable 
viewing area. 

It is also an object of this invention to present cathode 
ray tubes which are extremely shallow in depth. 

It is another object of this invention to present cathode 
ray tubes of design capable of ease of manufacture in 
large quantities. 

It is another object of this invention to present cathode 
ray tubes of improved design adaptable for polychrome 
image presentation of either additive or subtractive type. 

It is another object of this invention to present cathode 
ray tubes of simplified design suitable for polychrome 
image presentation capable of use with either simultaneous 
or sequential television video signal systems. 

It is a further object of this invention to present cathode 
ray tubes of improved design Suitable for polychrome 
image presentation and not requiring use of dissimilar 
phosphor areas of line or elemental dimension or use of 
fine detail grid or masking structures associated with a 
viewing screen. 

It is a further object of this invention to present color 
image presentation systems which may be arranged to 
inherently provide superposed color images and image 
raster linearity. 

It is a further object of this invention to present cathode 
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2 
ray tubes of improved design suitable for three dimen 
sional image presentation, 

It is an additional object of this invention to present 
cathode ray tubes of improved design suitable for poly 
chrome radar signal presentation. 

It is an additional object of this invention to present 
television camera image tubes of improved design, suit 
able for either monochrome or polychrome video signal 
generation. 

It is an additional object of this invention to present 
control components particularly adapted for control of 
deflection of one or more electron beams in cathode ray 
scanning systems of the types presented. 

It is yet another object of this invention to present 
multi-anode space discharge switching devices, particu 
larly adapted for use with cathode ray scanning systems 
in accordance with the present invention and of wide 
application in electronic control circuits. 
These and other objects of the invention will be appar 

ent from the following description and accompanying 
drawings which serve to illustrate various exemplary 
embodiments thereof. 

Fig. 1 is a diagrammatic presentation in block form 
of the general arrangement of a cathode ray tube and 
control components therefor as contemplated by the pres 
ent invention, wherein an electron beam from a suitable 
electron source is delivered throughout the horizontal 
dimension of an image screen by a deflection system 
comprising at least one deflection element arranged to 
accomplish such deflection in a plane substantially par 
allel and adjacent to the image screen, and wherein the 
electron bean is further delivered throughout the vertical 
dimension of the image screen by a deflection system 
comprising at least one deflection element arranged to 
deflect said beam toward said image screen. 

Fig. 2 is a schematic exploded perspective view of a 
monochrome cathode ray tube and associated compo 
nents embodying certain features of the present invention, 
wherein the electron source is arranged to provide an 
electron beam in substantially parallel proximity with the 
viewing screen, wherein the horizontal sweep deflection 
system comprises a plurality of electrostatic deflection 
plates, the deflection control voltage to each of which is 
provided from a lineally arranged triode control tube 
comprising a variably spaced control grid, and wherein 
the vertical sweep deflection system comprises a plurality 
of electrostatic elongated plates arranged in a plane sub 
stantially parallel and slightly spaced from the viewing 
screen, the control voltages for said plurality of vertical 
sweep deflection plates being provided from a lineally 
arranged triode control tube comprising a variably spaced 
control grid. 

Fig. 3 is a schematic exploded perspective view of a 
further embodiment of the present invention as applied 
to a monochrome cathode ray tube and associated com 
ponents, wherein the electron source is arranged to pro 
vide an electron beam in substantially parallel proximity 
with the viewing screen, wherein the horizontal sweep 
deflection system comprises a plurality of electrostatic 
deflection elements, the deflection voltages being provided 
from a radially arranged pentode control tube compris 
ing two inversely variably spaced control grids, the re 
sulting initial deflection of the beam being at acute angles, 
and wherein the vertical sweep deflection system com 
prises a plurality of elongated plates arranged in a plane 
substantially parallel and adjacent to the viewing screen, 
the control voltages for said plurality of vertical sweep 
deflection plates being provided by scanning a plurality 
of collector plates respectively associated therewith by an 
electron beam. 

Fig. 4 is a schematic exploded perspective view of a 
further embodiment of the present invention as applied 
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to a monochrome cathode ray tube and associated con 
ponents, wherein the electron source is arranged to pro 
vide an electron beam substantially parallel to and slightly 
offset from the viewing screen, wherein the horizontal 
Sweep deflection system comprises a plurality of electro 
static grid wires, the control voltages to each of which 
is provided from a radially arranged triode control tube 
comprising a variably spaced control grid, and wherein the 
vertical sweep deflection system comprises a plurality of 
electrostatic grid wires arranged in a plate substantially 
parallel and adjacent to the viewing screen, the control 
voltages to each of which is provided from a radially 
arranged triode control tube comprising a variably spaced 
control grid. 

Fig. 5 is a schematic exploded perspective view of a 
monochrome cathode ray tube and associated components 
utilizing further features of the present invention, where 
in the electron source is arranged substantially parallel 
to and slightly offset from the viewing screen, wherein 
the horizontal sweep deflection system comprises a plu 
rality of electromagnetic deflection elements, each respec 
tive deflecting field thereby being successively varied under 
control of a pentode control tube, and wherein the ver 
tical sweep deflection system comprises a plurality of elec 
trostatic elongated plates arranged in a plane substan 
tially parallel and adjacent to the viewing screen, the con 
trol voltage for each of which is provided from a lineally 
arranged hexode control tube comprising two inversely 
and segmentally variably spaced control grids. 

Fig. 6 is a schematic exploded perspective view of 
a monochrome cathode ray tube and associated com 
ponents, further utilizing certain features of the present 
invention, wherein an electron source is arranged to pro 
vide an electron beam in substantially parallel proximity 
with the lower edge of the viewing screen, wherein the 
horizontal sweep deflection system comprises a single 
electrostatic deflection element spaced relatively close to 
the initial electron beam axis at points relatively remote 
from the electron source, the control voltage for single 
deflection element being provided by a pentode control 
tube, and wherein the vertical sweep deflection system 
comprises a single electrostatic deflection plate arranged 
relatively close to the viewing screen in its upper portion, 
the control voltage for said latter deflection plate being 
provided by a triode control tube. 

Fig. 7 is a sectional presentation in schematic form of 
typical electrostatic sweep deflection elements to illus 
trate certain considerations involved in selection of sweep 
deflection control voltages and sweep deflection element 
dimensions to accomplish sweep linearity, particularly as 
applied to low order voltage sweep deflection systems of 
the types illustrated in Figs. 3 and 6. 

Fig. 8 is a graphical presentation illustrating a typical 
characteristic sweep deflection beam position, as reflected 
by change in deflection or control voltage on a given 
horizontal deflection element in sweep deflection systems 
of the types presented in Figs. 3, 6 and 7. 

Fig. 9 is a schematic front elevational view of a modi 
fied form of a plurality of sweep deflection elements, 
wherein said deflection elements are of curved configura 
tion to provide a satisfactorily linear sweep rate under 
given control conditions. 

Fig. 10 is a schematic front elevational view of a modi 
fied form of a plurality of sweep deflection elements, 
wherein portions of said deflection elements are slanted 
with respect to the initial electron beam trajectory in 
order to provide a satisfactorily linear sweep rate under 
given control conditions. 

Fig, 11 is a schematic front elevational view of a modi 
fied form of single sweep deflection element, wherein said 
single deflection element is of curved configuration in 
order to provide a satisfactorily linear sweep rate under 
given control conditions. 

Fig. 12 is a schematic bottom elevational view of a 
plurality of electromagnetic horizontal sweep deflection 
elements individually arranged to provide a magnetic field 
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of relatively greater density in positions thereof remote 
from the electron beam source. 

Fig. 13 is a schematic perspective view of one of the 
plurality of magnetic deflection elements illustrated in 
Fig. 12. 

Fig. 14 is a schematic bottom view of a plurality of 
the electromagnetic deflection elements for use in a hori 
Zontal deflection system according to the present inven 
tion, constructed and arranged to provide magnetic fields 
of relatively greater density at points relatively remote 
from the electron beam source. 

Fig. 15 is a schematic perspective view of one of the 
plurality of electromagnetic deflection elements illustrated 
in Fig. 14. 

Fig. 16 is a schematic front elevational view of a 
single electromagnetic deflection element, suitable for use 
in a horizontal sweep deflection system according to the 
present invention, wherein a non-linear magnetic field of 
greater density relatively remote from the electron source 
is provided by variably spaced pole piece faces of rela 
tively lesser spacing in the portions relatively remote from 
the electron source. 

Fig, 17 is a schematic end elevational view of the elec 
tromagnetic deflection element illustrated in Fig. 16, as 
viewed from the end remote from the electron source. 

Fig. 18 is a schematic bottom view of the electro 
magnetic deflection element illustrated in Figs. 16 and 
17. 

Fig. 19 is a schematic front elevational view of a modi 
fied arrangement of a single electromagnetic horizontal 
sweep control deflection element and electron source, 
wherein horizontal sweeping may be accomplished by 
change in magnetic field intensity or velocity modulation 
of the electron beam. 

Fig. 20 is a schematic end elevational view of the 
electromagnetic deflection element illustrated in Fig. 19. 

Fig. 21 is a schematic front elevational view of an 
other modified form of a single electromagnetic hori 
zontal sweep deflection element of the general type dis 
closed in Figs. 19 and 20, wherein the pole pieces are 
modified in construction to provide a closer spacing and 
consequent increased magnetic field density in the latter 
portion of the beam trajectory therebetween to provide 
a substantially vertical beam exit direction. 

Fig. 22 is a schematic end elevational view of the 
arrangement illustrated in Fig. 21. 

Fig. 23 is a schematic front elevational view of a 
modified arrangement of horizontal sweep deflection sys 
tem, wherein the electron source, and the associated hori 
Zontal Sweep deflection elements and accelerating elements 
are inclined at a slight angle to position portions of the 
system which are relatively remote from the electron 
beam source relatively near the viewing screen to provide 
a more vertical beam trajectory under given conditions. 

Fig. 24 is a schematic front elevational view of a modi 
fied arrangement of electron source and horizontal sweep 
control system wherein the electron source is arranged in 
a plane parallel to and slightly offset from the viewing 
Screen and arranged a distance above the screen, wherein 
horizontal sweep deflection is accomplished by use of 
opposing deflection plates, and wherein vertical sweep 
deflection is accomplished by a plurality of electrostatic 
deflection elements arranged in a plane substantially 
parallel and adjacent to the viewing screen. 

Fig. 25 is an end elevational view of the arrangement 
illustrated in Fig. 24. 

Fig. 26 is a schematic front elevational view of a modi 
fied arrangement of the viewing screen, horizontal deflec 
tion system, and electron source wherein the electron 
source is arranged to provide a "folded" electron bean) 
trajectory having an initial portion substantially paralici 
to the vertical side of the viewing screen. 

Fig. 27 is a schematic front elevational view of the 
viewing screen, electron source, and associated horizontal 
deflection elements, wherein the electron source is 
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"folded to provide an electron beam trajectory having an 
initial portion substantially opposite in direction from the 
trajectory direction during horizontal sweep deflection. 

Fig. 28 is a schematic front elevational view illustrating 
a further arrangement as contemplated by the present 
invention, wherein the vertical sweep deflection System 
comprises a plurality of electromagnetic deflection ele 
ments which may be selectively energized to accomplish 
vertical sweep control in a manner similar to that en 
ployed for control of the plurality of electromagnetic 
deflection elements presented in Fig. 5. 

Fig. 29 is a schematic perspective view of one of the 
electromagnetic deflection elements and associated view 
ing screen, as illustrated in Fig. 28. 

Fig. 30 is a schematic front elevational view illustrating 
a further arrangement wherein a plurality of electro 
magnetic deflection elements are constructed and arranged 
to accomplish vertical sweep deflection by presenting a 
non-linear magnetic field of greater density relatively 
remote from the electron source when said elements are 
simultaneously energized, 

Fig. 31 is a schematic perspective view of one of the 
electromagnetic deflection elements illustrated in Fig. 30. 

Fig. 32 is a schematic view of a typical control arrange 
ment for a plurality of deflection elements wherein a 
single triode control tube is associated with each deflection 
element. 

Fig. 33 is a schematic view of a typical control arrange 
ment for a plurality of deflection elements wherein a 
single diode control tube is associated with each deflection 
element. 

Fig. 34 is a schematic front elevational view of a view 
ing screen, associated deflection elements, and deflection 
control tubes, wherein the viewing screen, deflection ele 
ments, and control tubes are arranged in a common 
envelope. 

Fig. 35 is a schematic front elevational view of a view 
ing screen, associated deflection elements, and deflection 
control tubes, wherein the viewing screen and deflection 
element control tubes are arranged in separate envelopes. 

Fig. 36 is a schematic end elevational view illustrating 
one manner in which the concepts of the present invention 
may be employed in polychrome image presentation, 
wherein two-color image presentation is accomplished by 
use of different colored phosphors on a common trans 
parent viewing plate and separate electron beams are em 
ployed, this embodiment serving to further illustrate the 
concept of electrical connection of like deflection elements 
respectively associated with a plurality of viewing screens. 

Fig. 37 is a schematic end elevational view illustrating 
another arrangement for two-color presentation, wherein 
different colored phosphors are associated with separate 
transparent plates, and wherein separate electron beams 
are utilized. 

Fig. 38 illustrates a further form of two-color presenta 
tion, wherein two phosphor coatings are applied to a 
common transparent plate and a common electron source 
is employed. 

Fig. 39 illustrates an exemplary full-color embodiment 
of the present invention, wherein three primary colors are 
utilized, phosphors of two colors being applied to opposite 
sides of a common transparent plate and a phosphor of 
a third color is applied to a separate plate, the arrange 
ment further utilizing separate electron beams for activa 
tion of each phosphor surface. 

Fig. 40 illustrates a further full-color embodiment of 
the present invention, wherein a separate plate is utilized 
for phosphors of each of the three primary colors and 
separate electron beams are employed. 

Fig. 41 illustrates an additional full-color embodiment 
of the present invention, wherein three phosphor surfaces 
are activated from a single electron beam source. 

Fig. 42 is a top sectional presentation in schematic 
form of a full-color arrangement of viewing screens, such 
as presented in Fig. 39, for example, to set forth consid 
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erations of parallax as affecting superposition of the colof 
images. 

Fig. 43 illustrates a further embodiment of full-color 
presentation in accordance with the present invention, 
wherein phosphors of four primary colors, red, green, 
blue, and yellow being shown by way of example, are 
respectively applied to opposing faces of two separate 
transparent plates. 

Fig. 44 illustrates a further embodiment of the present 
invention, wherein four color signal components are re 
spectively applied to four electron sensitive surfaces ar 
ranged from the viewer in the order blue, red, green, and 
white. 

Fig. 45 is a detail perspective view of a typical electron 
sensitive color surface, wherein said surface is of Sub 
stantially uniform continuity and of thickness to provide 
partial transparency. 

Fig. 46 is a detail perspective view of a modified form 
of electron sensitive color surface, wherein the electron 
sensitive material is arranged in discontinuous, substan 
tially non-transparent dots with adjacent uncoated por 
tions to provide overall partial transparency. 

Fig. 47 illustrates a typical embodiment of the pres 
ent invention as applied to a subtractive color system, 
wherein a white light source and an image projection 
system are employed. 

Fig. 48 is a plan view which schematically illustrates 
an embodiment of the present invention suitable for 
three dimensional presentation, wherein panoramic depth 
perception is accomplished by arranging a viewing screen 
to provide a concave viewing surface. 

Fig. 49 is a schematic plan view of a further em 
bodiment of the present invention suitable for panoramic 
presentation, wherein a viewing screen is arranged to 
provide a convex viewing surface. 

Fig. 50 is a detail top view of one form of deflection 
elements which may be employed in association with the 
panoramic presentations illustrated in Figs. 48 and 49, 
wherein the electron beam is delivered throughout the 
horizontal dimension of the curved viewing screen by 
maintaining field defining elements on the convex side 
of the viewing screen at a slightly higher deflection po 
tential than is maintained on respectively associated de 
flection elements on the concave side of said viewing 
SC. 

Fig. 51 is a further embodiment of the present in 
vention, wherein a plurality of viewing screen systems 
are arranged in depth to provide three dimensional pre 
sentation of a relief character. 

Fig. 52 is a further embodiment of the present in 
vention suitable for three dimensional presentation, 
wherein two viewing screen systems are arranged in a 
side-by-side manner and respectively associated with po 
larizing filters, a suitable projection system being pro 
vided to produce an image having stereoptic properties 
when viewed with polarizing viewing filters. 

Fig. 53 is a modified form of stereoptic three dimen 
sional presentation of the general type presented in Fig. 
52, wherein two viewing screen systems are arranged 
in an opposing manner. 

Fig. 54 is a modified form of the type of three dimen 
sional presentation shown in Fig. 52, wherein two view 
ing screen Systems are arranged in a respectively per 
pendicular manner. 

Fig. 55 is a further modified form of the type of three 
dimensional presentation shown in Fig. 52, wherein two 
viewing screen systems are arranged in a respectively per 
pendicular manner and a single electron source is em 
ployed. 

Fig. 56 illustrates a perspective view of one typical 
application of the present invention to radar signal pre 
sentation, involving presentation of moving radar targets 
in one color and stationary radar targets in another color. 

Fig. 57 is an end elevational view of the type of 
presentation illustrated in Fig. 56, schematically show 
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ing the arrangement of vertical sweep deflection ele 
ments therewith. 

Fig. 58 illustrates a front elevational view of another 
typical application of the present invention to radar 
signal presentation. 

Fig. 59 is a top schematic view of the type of presen 
tation illustrated in Fig. 58, schematically showing the 
arrangement of horizontal sweep deflection elements 
therewith. 

Fig. 60 illustrates a typical application of the present 
invention to polychrome television camera image tubes 
for producing chromatic and/or black and white video 
signals. 

Fig. 61 illustrates a schematic arrangement of a lineal 
tetrode control tube. 

Fig. 62 illustrates a schematic arrangement of a lineal 
pentode control tube. 

Fig. 63 illustrates a schematic arrangement of a lineal 
hexode control tube. 

Fig. 64 illustrates a schematic arrangement of another 
form of lineal hexode control tube. 

Fig. 65 illustrates a schematic arrangement of a lineal 
heptode control tube. 

Fig. 66 illustrates a schematic arrangement of a lineal 
octode control tube. 

Fig. 67 illustrates a schematic arrangement of a lineal 
pentode control tube, wherein the desired control char 
acteristics are accomplished by a variable spacing be 
tween the portions of the tube components. 

Fig. 68 is a schematic arrangement of a radial tetrode 
control tube. 

Fig. 69 is a schematic arrangement of a radial hexode 
control tube. 

Fig. 70 is a schematic arrangement of a modified 
radial hexode control tube. 

Fig. 71 is a schematic arrangement of a radial heptode 
control tube. 

Fig. 72 is a schematic arrangement of radial octode 
control tube. 

Fig. 73 is a schematic arrangement of a modified form 
of radial pentode control tube wherein the variable spac 
ing of the two control grids is respectively and inversely 
segmental. 

Fig. 74 is a further modification of a radial pentode 
control tube, wherein the desired characteristics are ac 
complished by variably spacing associated portions of 
the tube components. 

Fig. 75 is a perspective view illustrating the exterior 
of an electronic picture television tube embodying the 
invention. 
The present invention, as generally illustrated in block 

form in Fig. 1, broadly contemplates cathode ray tubes 
comprising electron beam scanning arrangements where 
in an electron beam source 1 is disposed in such a man 
ner relative to an electron sensitive image screen 2, in 
an evacuated envelope, not shown, to produce an elec 
tron beam 3 in substantially parallel proximity with 
the electron sensitive surface of said image screen 2 and 
wherein said electron beam 3 is subjected to a horizon 
tal sweep deflection system 4, preferably controlled 
by a horizontal deflection voltage 5 of generally con 
ventional waveform and frequency from a suitable scan 
ning voltage source 6 and operable to deflect the elec 
tron beam 3 downwardly parallel and adjacent to the 
electron sensitive surface of image screen 2 consecu 
tively and successively to various horizontally disposed 
portion of said image screen 2, the electron beam 3 
thereby being delivered to a vertical sweep deflection 
system 7, operable to further deflect the electron beam 
3 at consecutive and successive vertically disposed levels 
throughout the vertical dimension of image screen 2, 
the vertical sweep deflection system 7 preferably being 
responsive to a suitable, conventional frequency, ver 
tical sweep voltage 8 of generally conventional wave 
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form derived from scanning voltage source 6. As will 
be more fully apparent from the specific embodiments 
of the invention hereinafter presented, horizontal sweep 
deflection system 4 and vertical sweep deflection sys 
tem 7 each comprise one or more sweep deflection ele 
ments arranged to accomplish the desired deflection by 
virtue of deflection control voltages delivered thereto 
by associated control components. This invention also 
contemplates advantageous arrangements of pluralities 
or combinations of such electron bean scanning ar 
rangenients as set forth in Fig. 1 in superposed relation 
to provide polychrome video signal presentation or gen 
eration. This invention further contemplates various 
three dimensional presentation arrangements advanta 
geously utilizing beam scanning arrangements as set forth 
in Fig. 1. 

In one arrangement for image presentation as con 
templated by the present invention, as illustrated in 
Fig. 2, viewing screen 10 comprises an electron sensitive 
material surface 11, such as luminescent phosphor, coated 
lipon a suitably optically transparent supporting plate 
12, of material such as glass or mica. An electron beam 
Source 13, which may be an electron gun of conventional 
design, is arranged above and slightly offset from the 
electron sensitive material 1 and positioned relative there 
to to impart to the electron beam 14 an initial trajectory 
in substantially parallel proximity with the upper edge 
of the viewing screen 10, as indicated in the exploded 
illustration. It will be readily understood that, in this 
as well as other embodiments of the invention herein 
after presented, electron beam 14 is appropriately in 
tensity modulated by the video signal of the image de 
veloped on viewing screen 10, in a manner known to the 
art. 
The horizontal sweep deflection system employed in 

the embodiment illustrated in Fig. 2 comprises a beam 
control zone defined by a plurality of electrostatic de 
flection elements 15 individually identified by the suffix 
letters a through i, respectively, and field defining ele 
ments 16 and 17, as shown. The control zone for the 
trajectory of electron beam 14 is provided by connec 
tion of field defining elements 16 and 17 directly to a 
Suitable high voltage source indicated at 18, and connec 
tion of deflection elements 15a through 15i, inclusive, to 
high voltage source 18 through high order resistances 19a 
through 19i, inclusive, individually associated therewith. 
Horizontal sweep deflection control of electron beam 14 
by sweep deflection elements 15a through 15i, inclusive, 
requires the electrostatic potential of a given deflection 
element 15, taking deflection element 15e for example, 
to be reduced from the potential of high voltage source 
18 to a low order potential. Successive low order po 
tentials on deflection elements 15a through 15i, inclu 
sive, to accomplish successive delivery of electron beam 
14 in successive substantially vertical trajectories ad 
jacent to electron sensitive surface 1 substantially 
throughout the horizontal dimension thereof, are derived 
from a control tube generally indicated at 20 of the 
lineal triode type, comprising a plurality of ancides 21a 
through 2ii, inclusive, a common cathode 22 maintained 
at a negative high voltage by connection with a suit 
able negative high voltage source 23 and a variably 
spaced control grid 24, to which is applied a suitable 
horizontal sweep voltage, sich as indicated at 25 of initial 
potential to establish control tube 20 in non-conductive 
condition as to all of anodes 21 except anode 21a at 
the time of initiation of horizontal sweep and of ampli 
tude to cause electron beam 14 to be deflected through 
out the horizontal dimension of the viewing screen 10 
during the horizontal sweep period. 
By operation of the above described typical horizontal 

sweep deflection system, it will be apparent that during 
a given instant of horizontal sweep, such as when anode 
21e, for example, of control tube 20 assumes conductive 
condition, the relatively negative potential on deflection 
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element 15e will serve to deflect the electron beam 14 in 
a substantially vertical direction adjacent and substan 
tially parallel to electron sensitive surface 11. 

Considering further the arrangement illustrated in Fig. 
2, the vertical sweep deflection system employed in con 
junction with the horizontal sweep deflection system 
above described is in several aspects similar thereto. 
A plurality of electrostatic sweep deflection elements 26, 
individually identified by the suffix letters a through i 
respectively, are arranged substantially parallel and ad 
jacent to the viewing screen 10 and spaced therefrom 
a distance to permit passage of the successive, contiguous 
substantially vertical trajectories of electron beam 14 
therebetween. As indicated at 27, electron sensitive sur 
face 11 is maintained at high voltage by connection with 
high voltage source 18 to provide a vertical sweep con 
trol zone with said vertical sweep deflection elements 26 
for said successive trajectories. Sweep deflection ele 
ments 26a through 26i, inclusive, are respectively and 
individually connected to high voltage source 18 through 
suitable high order resistances 28a through 28i, inclusive. 
A suitable vertical sweep deflection control tube of the 
lineal triode type, generally indicated at 29, comprises a 
plurality of anodes 30, individually identified by the 
suffix letters a through i, inclusive, which anodes 30 are 
respectively and individually connected to deflection ele 
ments 26a through 26i, inclusive. Said control tube 29 
further comprises a common low order voltage cathode 
31 and a variably spaced control grid 32, and serves to 
deliver the desired deflection potentials to deflection 
elements 26a through i, inclusive, in a successive and 
consecutive downward manner when a suitable vertical 
sweep voltage is impressed upon variably spaced control 
grid 32 as indicated at 33, which vertical Sweep voltage 
33 is of initial potential to establish all of anodes 30 in 
conductive condition in order to initiate the vertical 
sweep at the upper portion of viewing screen 10. Thus, 
at a given instant of vertical sweep, when anode 30d 
assumes non-conductive condition for example, electron 
beam 14 will be deflected by deflection element 26e to 
ward electron sensitive surface 11 and cause optical acti 
vation of a portion of said viewing screen 10 by impinge 
ment or registration therewith, as indicated at 34. 
Another embodiment of the present invention, as illus 

trated in Fig. 3, utilizes a modified form of horizontal 
deflection system employing a relatively low order de 
flection control voltage and acute initial horizontal sweep 
deflection angles. This embodiment further utilizes a 
modified form of vertical sweep deflection control utiliz 
ing an electron beam switching arrangement. 

Considering the arrangement illustrated in Fig. 3 in 
greater detail, viewing screen 40 comprises an electron 
sensitive surface 41 coated upon a suitable optically 
transparent target plate 42, as in the embodiment illus 
trated in Fig. 2. Low order voltage electron source 43 
is arranged above and slightly offset from electron sensi 
tive surface 41 and similarly positioned relative thereto 
to impart to the electron beam 44 an initial trajectory 
in substantially parallel proximity with the upper hori 
zontal edge of the viewing screen 40. 
The horizontal sweep deflection system shown in Fig. 

3 comprises a beam control zone defined by a plurality 
of electrostatic deflection elements 45, three of which 
are indicated at 45a, 45e and 4.5i, and said control zone 
being further defined by field defining elements 46 and 
47. The accelerating field for the initial trajectory of 
electron beam 44 is provided by connection of field de 
fining elements 46 and 47 directly to a suitable B-- volt 
age source indicated at 48 and separate connection of 
deflection elements 45 to B-- voltage source 48 through 
load resistances 49, three being indicated at 49a, 49e, and 
49i. Horizontal sweep deflection control of electron 
beam 44 by deflection elements 45 requires that the elec 
trostatic potential of a given deflection element 45, tak 
ing deflection elements 45e for example, is reduced from 
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10 
the potential of B+ voltage source 48 to a low order 
potential. Successive low order potentials on consecu 
tive deflection elements 45 to accomplish successive de 
livery of electron beam 44 substantially throughout the 
horizontal dimension of the high voltage accelerating 
and focusing zone hereinafter described, are derived from 
a control tube of the radial pentode type, generally indi 
cated at 50. Radial control tube 50 comprises a plu 
rality of anodes 51, four being indicated at 51a, 51d, 
51e and 51i, individually connected to said elements 45, 
a low order voltage common cathode 52, two inversely 
variably spaced control grids 53 and 54, and a low order 
voltage suppressor grid 55. Suitable horizontal sweep 
voltages, such as indicated at 56 and 57, are respectively 
applied to control grids 53 and 54 and are of initial 
potentials to establish control tube 50 in non-conductive 
condition as to all of anodes 51 except anode 51a at the 
time of initiation of horizontal sweep and of amplitudes 
to establish said elements 45 successively and consecu 
tively in conductive condition to cause the electron beam 
44 to be deflected throughout the horizontal dimension 
of viewing screen 40 during the horizontal sweep period. 
It will be understood that optimum design of radial con 
trol pentode 50 requires that control grids 53 and 54 
are constructed to provide that when a given anode, such 
as 51e for example, assumes conductive condition the 
preceding anode, 51d, is maintained in conductive con 
dition for a time sufficient to prevent distortion of the 
relatively negative deflection field presented electron 
beam 44 by deflection element 45e. 
Upon initial deflecton of the electron beam and exit 

thereof from the initial control zone at point 58, for 
example, the electron beam trajectory passes through 
focusing anodes 59 and 60 maintained at a suitable focus 
ing potential by connection to a high voltage source 61 
through a suitable variable resistance focus control 62. 
Accelerating anodes 63 and 64 are directly connected 
to high voltage source 61 as indicated at 65 and 66. 
Focusing anodes 59 and 60 and accelerating anodes 63 
and 64 conjunctively define a focusing and accelerating 
zone and operate to focus and accelerate electron beam 
44 to thereby deliver said beam 44 in successive substan 
tially vertical beam trajectories, one such beam trajectory 
being shown at 67. 

It will be apparent that the arrangement of horizontal 
sweep deflection elements in conjunction with focusing 
and accelerating anodes presented in Fig. 3 provides cer 
tain design advantages over the type of horizontal sweep 
deflection presented in Fig. 2 in that a low order hori 
zontal sweep deflection control is accomplished. 
By use of the above described two stage horizontal 

sweep deflection system, it will be apparent that during 
a given instant of horizontal sweep such as when anode 
51e, for example, of control tube 50 assumes conductive 
condition, the relative negative potential on deflection 
element 45e will serve to deflect the electron beam 44 
downwardly at a substantial angle and cause the deflected 
beam to enter the field defined by field defining elec 
trodes 46 and 47 and the focusing and accelerating zone 
defined by anodes 59, 60, 63 and 64, and that the ac 
celerating and focusing effect of said latter zone will 
cause the beam trajectory to be further deflected and 
delivered adjacent viewing screen 40 in a substantially 
vertical direction, as indicated at 67. 

Considering further the arrangement illustrated in Fig. 
3, the modified form of vertical sweep deflection system 
therein employed utilizes a plurality of electrostatic sweep 
deflection elements 70, three being indicated at 70a, 70e, 
and 70i, which are arranged substantially parallel and 
adjacent to the viewing screen 40 a distance to permit 
passage of electron beam 44 therebetween. As indi 
cated at 71, electron sensitive surface 41 is maintained 
at high voltage by connection with high voltage source 
61 to constitute a vertical sweep control zone with said 
sweep deflection elements 70. Deflection elements 70 
are respectively and individually connected to high volt 
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age source. 61 through suitable. high order resistances 
72, three being indicated at 72a, 72e and 72i. The sweep 
deflection control voltages necessary for sweeping con 
trol of deflection elements 70 are generated in this em 
bodiment by operation of an electron beam Switching 
unit, generally indicated at 73, which comprises a plu 
rality of electron collector plates 74, three being in 
dicated at 74a, 74e and 74i, which are respectively, and 
individually connected to deflection elements 70, said 
electron beam switching unit in turn comprising a Suit 
able low order voltage electron beam source 75 and beam 
deflection elements 76 and 77 arranged to successively 
deliver an electron beam 78 from said source 75 con 
secutively to electron collector plates 74a through 74i 
in that order when suitable vertical sweep voltages 79 
and 80 are respectively applied to deflection elements 
76 and 77. The initial potentials of vertical sweep volt 
ages 79 and 80 are selected to cause impingement of 
electron beam 78 on electron collector plate 74a as in 
dicated at 78a at the time of initiation of the vertical 
sweep at the upper portion of viewing screen 40. Thus, 
at a given instant of vertical sweep, for example, when 
electron beam 78 impinges upon electron collector plate 
74e, as indicated at 78e, deflection element 70e assumes 
a relatively low order voltage and electron beam 44 is 
deflected by said deflection element 70e toward and im 
pinges on electron sensitive surface 41 to cause optical 
activation thereof, as indicated at 81. 

In the embodiment shown in Fig. 3, as well as in other 
embodiments of the invention herein disclosed, dynamic 
focusing may be employed, as by Superimposing incre 
ments of the horizontal and vertical sweep control volt 
ages to a focusing means, such as in electron source 43 
or electrodes 59 and 60 in Fig. 3, for example. It is also 
possible to improve focus parameters in certain instances 
in arrangements as disclosed herein by suitably varying 
the relative spacing between portions of various elements. 
Thus, focusing electrodes 59 and 60 in Fig. 3, for ex 
ample, may be spaced relatively close at opposing portions 
thereof relatively remote from electron source 43 and/or : 
vertical sweep deflection elements 70, for example, may 
be arranged at a slight angle, though still substantially 
parallel, with electron sensitive surface 41, in order to 
improve the focus of electron beam 44 at various points 
of contact thereof with electron sensitive surface 4 
where maximum focus throughout the raster area is 
desired. 
A further modified embodiment of the invention, as 

illustrated in Fig. 4, is arranged generally similar to the 
embodiments presented in Figs. 2 and 3, but utilizes 
horizontal and vertical sweep deflection elements com 
prising elcngated wires arranged at right angles to the 
beam trajectory, and further utilizes horizontal and verti 
cal deflection control tubes of the radial triode type 
wherein a variably spaced control grid is employed. 

Considering the embodiment, illustrated in Fig. 4 in 
more detail, the general arrangement of viewing screen 
100, low order voltage electron beam source 01, and 
electron beam 2 is as corresponding elements are pre 
sented in Fig. 2. 
The modified horizontal sweep deflection system em 

ployed in the embodiment illustrated in Fig. 4 comprises 
a plurality of electrostatic sweep deflection wires 103, 
three being indicated at 103d, 103f, and 103k, connected 
through high order resistances 104, three being shown at 
104a, 104f, and 14k, to a high voltage source 105. The 
horizontal sweep control zone for the initial trajectory 
of electron beam 102 further comprises field defining 
elements 106 and 107 connected directly to high voltage 
source 105, as indicated at 108 and 109. The horizontal 
sweep deflection control tube, generally indicated at 110. 
comprises a plurality of anodes 111, three being indicated 
at 111a, Ilf, and 11 ik, respectively and individually 
connected with horizontal sweep deflection elements 103, 
and further comprises a common low order voltage 
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cathode 112 maintained at a suitable negative voltage by 
connection with a negative high voltage source 113 and 
a variably spaced control grid 114. In the general man 
ner previously indicated, reduced potential sweep de 
flection control voltages are consecutively delivered to 
deflection wires 103 by impressing upon control grid 114 
of control tube 110 a suitable horizontal sweep voltage 
as indicated at 115 of initial potential to establish a con 
ductive condition only with respect to anode 111a at the 
time of initiation of horizontal sweep, and of amplitude 
to cause electron beam 102 to be deflected throughout 
the horizontal dimension of viewing screen 100 during 
the horizontal sweep period. Thus, when a given control 
tube anode, taking 111 f for example, assumes conductive 
condition, deflection element 103f is reduced to a low 
order potential and electron beam 102 will be deflected 
substantially vertically and in a direction substantially 
parallel and adjacent to viewing screen 100. 

Vertical sweep deflection wires 116, three of which are 
indicated at 116a, 116c, and 116g, are supported in a 
suitable manner such as by insulators 117 and 118, and 
are arranged substantially parallel to the electron sensi 
tive surface 119 of viewing screen 100 and spaced there 
from a distance to allow passage of electron beam 102 
therebetween and are connected to high voltage source 
105 through high order resistance 120, three being indi 
cated at 120a, 129c, and 120g. The vertical sweep con 
trol zone for said electron beam 102 is completed by 
connection of said electron sensitive surface 119 to said 
high order voltage source 105, as indicated at 127. 
The vertical deflection sweep control tube, indicated 

generally at 121, comprises a plurality of anodes 122, 
three being indicated at 122a, 122c, and 122g, a common 
cathode 123 connected to negative voltage source 113 
and a variably spaced control grid 124. In a manner 
similar to that described in connection with previous 
vertical sweep deflection control circuits, a vertical sweep 
voltage such as indicated at 125 is delivered to control 
grid 124 of control tube 121 of initial potential to estab 
lish all of anodes 122 in conductive condition upon 
initiation of vertical sweep. Thus, when anode 122c 
assumes non-conductive condition, electron beam 102 will 
be deflected toward and impinge upon electron sensitive 
Surface 119 of viewing screen 100, as indicated at 126. 

In a further modified embodiment of the present inven 
tion, as illustrated in Fig. 5, a horizontal deflection system 
employing a plurality of electromagnetic sweep deflec 
tion elements is presented, wherein the energizing circuit 
for each of the plurality of electromagnetic sweep de 
flection elements comprises an individually connected 
pentode control tube. The arrangement presented in 
Fig. 5 is a further modification of embodiments earlier 
presented in that the vertical sweep deflection system 
employs a modified form of control tube, specifically a 
lineally arranged hexode, comprising two inversely and 
segmentally variably spaced control grids. 

Considering the arrangement shown in Fig. 5 in further 
detail, the viewing screen 130, comprising the electron 
sensitive surface 131 coated on a suitable transparent 
plate 132, the low order voltage electron source 133, and 
electron beam 134 are respectively associated in the 
manner illustrated in exploded form in Fig. 2. The hori 
Zontal sweep deflection system shown in Fig. 5 comprises 
a horizontal Sweep control zone defined by a plurality 
of electromagnetic horizontal sweep deflection elements 
135, three of which are indicated at 135a, 135e, and 135i, 
maintained at a suitable electrostatic potential by con 
nection to a B+ voltage source 136. Further defining 
the control Zone for the team trajectory with said electron 
deflection elements 135 are field defining elements 137 
and 138 arranged as shown and directly connected to saic 
B-|- Voltage source 136 is indicated at 139 and 140, it 
being understood that the initial trajectory of electron 
beam 134 lies equispaced between the pole pieces 135a' 
and 135a' of deflection elements 135. Each of electro 
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magnetic sweep deflection elements 135 is respectively 
connected in parallel with a plurality of damping re 
sistances 141, three of which are indicated at 141a, 141e, 
and 141i. The deflection system also includes pentode 
sweep deflection control tubes 142, three of which are 
indicated at 42a, 142e, and 142i, which tubes 142 each 
comprise an anode 67 individually connected to said 
B-- voltage source 136 through the field winding of the 
associated element 135, thus serving to consecutively 
energize electromagnetic deflection elements 135. Con 
trol grids 143 of said pentode control tubes 142 are re 
spectively connected through resistances 144 to a low 
order voltage through a voltage divider system compris 
ing resistors 145, three of which are shown at 145a, 145e, 
and 145i. Cathodes 146 and suppressor grids 147 of 
control pentodes 142 are connected to a similar low order 
voltage, while screen grids 148 of control pentodes 142 
are connected to a B-- voltage source 136, as are damp 
ing resistances 141, the screen grids 148 being suitably 
connected to said B-- voltage source 136 through re 
sistances 149, as indicated. 

By comparison of the mode of operation of horizontal 
electrostatic deflection elements 15 in the embodiment 
shown in Fig. 2, it will be apparent that proper control of 
the respective driving circuits comprising control pentodes 
142 for delivery of the necessary sweep deflection cur 
rents to energize electromagnetic deflection elements 135 
requires that a deflection control voltage be delivered to 
the voltage divider system consisting of resistances 145 
at points 150' and 150', as indicated, the horizontal 
sweep deflection control voltage being generally as indi 
cated at 151 and of initial potential to establish only 
control pentode 142a in conductive condition at the 
time of initiation of a given horizontal sweep and of 
amplitude to consecutively establish each of the control 
tubes 142 in conductive condition and thereby, through 
energization of the associated element 135, cause de 
flection of electron beam 134 substantially throughout 
the horizontal dimension of viewing screen 130 during 
the horizontal sweep period. 
The vertical sweep deflection system employed in the 

embodiment of the present invention illustrated in Fig. 
5 comprises electrostatic sweep deflection elements 152, 
three of which are indicated at 152a, 152e, and 152i, 
arranged parallel and adjacent to electron sensitive sur 
face 131 of the viewing screen 130 and connected to a 
suitable high voltage source 153 through suitable high 
order resistances 154, three of which are indicated at 
154a, 154e, and 154i. Suitable sweep deflection voltages 
are delivered to vertical sweep deflection elements 152 
from a lineal hexode control tube generally indicated at 
155, comprising a plurality of anodes 156, three of which 
are indicated at 156a, 156e, and 156i, individually and 
respectively connected to deflection elements 152. Con 
trol tube 155 further comprises a common low order 
voltage cathode 157, a suppressor grid 158 connected 
thereto, a suitable screen grid 159 connected through a 
secondary high voltage source 160, and two inversely 
and segmentally variably spaced control grids 161 and 
162. Vertical sweep voltages 163 and 164 are respec 
tively applied to control grids 161 and 162, which volt 
ages 163 and 164 are of suitable initial potentials to cause 
only anode 156a of control tube 155 to be in conductive 
condition upon initiation of a given horizontal sweep and 
are of amplitudes to selectively and consecutively estab 
lish said anodes in conductive condition and thereby 
cause successive deflection of the electron beam 134 sub 
stantially throughout the vertical dimension of viewing 
screen 130, 

Thus, in the given scanning instant illustrated in Fig. 5, 
electron beam 134 follows the initial trajectory shown 
until deflected downwardly by the magnetic field pre 
sented across the beam trajectory by horizontal sweep 
deflection element 135e, whereupon the beam continues 
to follow a substantially vertical trajectory between elec 
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14 
tron sensitive surface 131, maintained at high voltage by 
connection with high voltage source 153 as indicated at 
165, and those of vertical sweep deflection elements 152 
maintained at high voltage from high voltage source 
153 by non-conduction of associated control anodes 156 
until encountering vertical sweep deflection element 152e 
associated with control anode 156e in conductive condi 
tion, whereupon the relatively low voltage potential 
presented by deflection element 152e causes the electron 
beam 134 to be deflected toward and impinge upon the 
electron sensitive surface 131 as indicated at 166. 
Another modified embodiment of the invention, as 

illustrated in Fig. 6, utilizes a general arrangement of 
horizontal sweep deflection system employing a single 
electrostatic deflection element arranged with the electron 
beam source generally below and slightly offset from the 
viewing screen, and further utilizes a vertical sweep de 
flection system comprising a single electrostatic deflection 
element. 

Considering the embodiment illustrated in Fig. 6 in 
greater detail, viewing screen 180 comprises an electron 
sensitive surface 181 coated on a suitable optically trans 
parent planar target plate 182. Low order voltage elec 
tron source 183 is arranged below and slightly offset from 
the electron sensitive surface 181 to impart to electron 
beam 184 an initial trajectory in substantially parallel 
proximity with the lower edge of viewing screen 180. 
The horizontal sweep deflection system shown in Fig. 6 
comprises a control Zone defined by single electrostatic 
Sweep deflection element 185 connected to a suitable 
B+ voltage source 186 through a suitable resistance 187. 
Further defining the free field for the horizontal beam 
trajectory of electron beam 184 with said deflection 
element 185 are field defining elements 188 and 189 
directly connected to said B-- voltage source 186, as 
indicated at 190 and 191. Said sweep deflection element 
185 is arranged at an angle with field defining elements 
188 and 189 and the initial trajectory of electron beam 
184, as shown, in order to accomplish deflection of elec 
tron beam 184 throughout the horizontal dimension of 
viewing screen 180 by delivery of a suitable deflection 
control voltage thereto from a pentode control tube, gen 
erally indicated at 192, comprising an anode 193 con 
nected to said deflection element 185, a low order voltage 
cathode 194, a suppressor grid 195 connected to said 
cathode 194, a screen grid 196 connected through a suit 
able resistance 197 to a B-- voltage source 198 and a 
control grid 199. The horizontal sweep deflection system 
further comprises high voltage accelerating anodes 200 
and 201 directly connected to a suitable high voltage 
Source 202 as indicated at 203 and 204. A horizontal 
Sweep deflection control voltage generally indicated at 
205 is delivered to control grid 199 of control tube 192 
and is of initial potential to cause deflection of electron 
beam 184 adjacent to the left edge of viewing screen 
180 and is of sufficient amplitude to cause deflection of 
electron beam 184 throughout the horizontal dimension 
of viewing screen 180 during the horizontal sweep period. 

Turning now to a detailed consideration of the vertical 
Sweep deflection system illustrated in Fig. 6, the vertical 
Sweep control zone for electron beam 184, following its 
exit from the accelerating field provided by anodes 200 
and 201, comprises an electron pervious screen 206, of 
construction to minimize shadow effect, directly con 
nected to high voltage source 202 as indicated at 207, and 
vertical sweep deflection element 208 connected to high 
order voltage source 202 through a suitable resistance 
209, said element 208 being arranged at an angle with 
respect to said Screen 206, having portions thereof rela 
tively remote from said electron source 183 positioned 
relatively close to said screen 206. Electron sensitive 
Surface 181 is maintained at a high voltage substantially 
higher than provided by high voltage source 202 by direct 
connection with a suitable high voltage source 202 as 
indicated at 210. The control tube constituting the ver 
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tical sweep deflection control means is generally indicated 
at 211, and comprises an anode 212 directly connected 
to vertical sweep deflection element 208 as indicated at 
213, a low order voltage cathode 214 and a control grid 
215, to which is applied a suitable vertical sweep deflec 
tion voltage 216 of initial potential sufficient to cause 
deflection of electron beam 184 adjacent the upper edge 
of viewing screen 180 and of amplitude to cause deflec 
tion of electron beam 184 throughout the vertical dimen 
sion of viewing screen 180 during the vertical sweep 
period. 

It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that em 
ployment of electron pervious screen 206 immediately 
adjacent electron sensitive surface 181 makes possible 
use of a vertical sweep deflection system operable under 
a relatively low order high voltage 202 as compared with 
the potential at which the electron sensitive surface 181 
is maintained by connection thereof to high voltage 
source 202. A further advantage of the type of vertical 
sweep deflection system illustrated in Fig. 6 is that, by 
use of a properly constructed electron pervious screen 
26 and electron sensitive surface 181 at a relatively 
higher potential, a substantial focusing and acceleration 
of electron beam 184 is accomplished immediately prior 
to impingement thereof on electron sensitive surface 181. 

Thus, at the given scanning instant illustrated in Fig. 6, 
electron beam 184 follows the initial trajectory shown 
until deflected upwardly by the electrostatic field present 
ed by horizontal sweep deflection element 185. Upon 
entry of the electron beam 184 into the accelerating zone 
defined by accelerating anodes 200 and 201, the beam 
184 is accelerated and further deflected to impart a sub 
stantially vertical trajectory thereto as indicated at 217. 
At this instant the vertical sweep deflection voltage ap 
pearing on deflection element 208 will cause the elec 
tron beam 184 to be deflected through electron pervious 
screen 206, at which point electron beam 184 will be 
further accelerated by the accelerating potential main 
tained on electron sensitive surface 181 and impinge 
thereon as indicated at 218. 

In sweep deflection arrangements utilizing a single 
sweep deflection element, such as disclosed in Fig. 6, and 
hereafter disclosed in Figs. 11 and 16, it will also be 
readily apparent that the desired deflection of the elec 
tron beam may also be accomplished by maintaining the 
Sweep deflection element at a constant voltage and suit 
ably velocity modulating the electron beam at the proper 
Sweep rate in a manner known to the art. 

In order to accomplish satisfactorily linear sweep rates 
in various horizontal and vertical sweep deflection sys 
tem arrangements such as presented in Figs. 2 through 6, 
as well as in further exemplary embodiments thereof 
such as hereinafter presented, it will be apparent that 
design considerations require selection of proper deflec 
tion element spacing and dimensions under given control 
vc?tage conditions. 

Accordingly, reference is now made to Figs. 7 and 8 
to illustrate the important considerations for the proper 
design of sweep deflection elements and control means 
associated there with in order to accomplish a linear sweep 
rate, with particular regard, by way of example, to design 
considerations to develop a linear sweep rate when an 
initial sweep deflection at an acute angle is employed, 
such as in the type of sweep control illustrated in Fig. 3. 
In terms of the voltage values, element characters and 
dimensional characters set forth in the simplified ex 
ample instrated in Fig. 7, an electron beam h of volt 
age V is arranged to pass through the beam trajectory 
shown in dotted line, which trajectory is spaced a distance 
f in a control zone between a lower deflection element in 
and a plurality of upper sweep deflection elements n, it'. 
and n', three being shown by way of example. Suitabic 
deflection voltage waveforms and amplitudes to be ap 
plied to sweep deflection elements n, n, and n', and 
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be such that a reduction in voltage on a given deflection 
element n' when the voltage on n is at a reduced value 
from the value V1 to a value Vn will cause deflection of 
the beam b an amount so as to deliver said beam b from 
the beam deflection zone defined by deflection elements 
fi, n', and in at an angle a a distance x beyond the de 
flection field of the sweep deflection element n', for ex 
ample. Proper design of this simplified embodiment of 
the invention further dictates that as voltage Vn on de 
flection element n' is reduced from V1 to V2, the dis 
tance d of separation of elements n,n’, and n', and the 
element m, and the dimension l (selected, in the simplest 
case, to equal the length of deflection element in plus the 
separation distance between n and n'), must provide that 
A vary from 1 to 0 and that change in x shall be nearly 
constant to achieve satisfactory horizontal sweep linearity. 
The term "sweep deflection" has been ascribed herein to 
the type of action which occurs when one or more sweep 
deflection elements has impressed thereon a varying volt 
age, as when Vn varies from V1 to V2 to cause x to vary 
from 1 to 0, for example. 

In practice it has been found that sweep deflection 
Systems of the type presented in Fig. 7 characteristically 
exhibit a degree of non-linearity of sweep rate when Vn 
uniformly decreases from V1 to V2. A typical indica 
tion of such non-linear relation to Vn and x, which is not 
necessarily the true wave shape in all cases, is presented 
in Fig. 8. It has been further found, however, that a 
given non-linearity may be minimized by proper selec 
tion of dimensions l, l', l', d and f and proper selection 
of voltages V1 and V2, and that said non-linearity may 
be substantially eliminated to provide sweep linearity 
well within satisfactory tolerances by proper selection 
and/or design of sweep deflection voltage control tube 
characteristics, the non-linearity of the selected control 
tube in the optimum case being substantially equal and 
opposite to the non-linearity presented by a plot similar 
to Fig. 8 under a selected set of deflection element dimen 
sions and deflection voltages. Thus, deflection elements 
n, n' and n' may be delivered voltage waveforms to 
accomplish a linear sweep rate by use of a plurality of 
control tubes of the desired characteristics and load con 
ditions in a suitable control circuit of the type herein 
after presented in Fig. 32. Alternatively, the above con 
siderations will make apparent to those skilled in the 
art the requisite design to accomplish satisfactory linearity 
of sweep rate in the event deflection control tubes of the 
lineal or radial types herein presented are employed. 
As has been indicated, design advantages lie in utiliz 

ing a deflection system employing relatively low order 
voltages. Thus, in a beam deflection system designed 
in accordance with the considerations presented in con 
nection with Fig. 7, wherein Vi equals 400 volts, V2 
equals 60 volts, f equals d/2, l equals l' equals l', n equals 
n' equals n', and ladequals 1.5, it was found that angle a 
was 30+5, and that non-linearity of sweep rate was 
less than 15% when Vn was uniformly varied from V1 
to V2. It was further found that this non-linearity of 
Sweep rate in a system utilizing overlapping plate ener 
gization was reduced to less than 3% when any of several 
commercially available pentode control tubes were used 
with anode loads on the order of 10K-40K ohms for 
generation of the deflection control voltage from a linear 
sawtooth sweep voltage. 

From the nature of the typical horizontal and vertical 
sweep deflection systems presented in Figs. 2 through 5, 
inclusive, it will be apparent that each type of hori 
zontai Sweep defection system thereby presented may be 
used in conjunction with each type of vertical sweep de 
flection system presented and that various components are 
adaptable for use in other sweep deflection systems. For 
example, vertical sweep field defining electron pervious 
Screen 286, illustrated in Fig. 6 in association with a 
single vertical sweep deflection element, may be simi 

the dimensions of said sweep deflection elements should 3 larly employed with plural deflection elements to oper 
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ate a vertical sweep deflection system at a lesser order 
high voltage than would otherwise be required. Fur 
ther, the deflection sweep control arrangement for pre 
senting the proper sweep deflection voltages to the de 
flection elements employed in any given arrangement of 
horizontal or vertical sweep deflection system utilizing 
plural deflection elements may be variously of the lineal 
type as presented in Figs. 2 and 5, of the radial type 
as presented in Figs. 3 and 4, or may comprise an elec 
tron beam switching unit as presented in Fig. 3. Alter 
natively, suitable circuitry comprising control tubes of 
conventional design such as presented in Fig. 5 may be 
utilized. 

It will also be apparent that the sweep deflection ele 
ment design and relative arrangement with respect to 
the viewing screen as shown in the embodiments illus 
trated in Figs. 2 through 6, and numbers thereof as shown 
in Figs. 2 through 5, are subject to wide variations from 
the designs, relative arrangements and numbers thereof 
presented. 

It is to be additionally noted that a particularly advan 
tageous feature of the types of horizontal and vertical 
sweep deflection systems presented in Figs. 2 through 5, 
as well as in other such arrangements employing a plu 
rality of deflection elements for sweeping the electron 
beam throughout a given image screen dimension, resides 
in the fact that the nature of the control zones and 
adjacency of the field defining and deflection elements 
presented to the electron beam by the respective sweep 
deflection systems is such that, for given operating field 
and deflection voltages, no substantial electrical limita 
tion is presented as to the size of the image screen which 
may be scanned. Thus, in the embodiment illustrated 
in Fig. 3 for example, when the horizontal sweep deflec 
tion system is designed to operate at a B-H voltage on the 
order of 400 v. and the vertical sweep deflection system 
is designed to operate at a HV voltage on the order of 16 
kv., the dimensions of the viewing screen may be ma 
terially increased without necessitating a corresponding 
increase in HV and B-H voltage values, the only limita 
tion in such regard being acceptability of image intensity 
level. It will also be understood that the values of the 
necessary deflection voltages delivered to the respective 
horizontal and vertical sweep deflection elements like 
wise are not substantially affected by the size of the 
image screen. Moreover, the arrangements presented 
are not restricted in size by beam deflection angle limita 
tions inherent in cathode ray tubes of conventional de 
sign. Thus, beam scanning systems are hereby presented 
which do not require substantially increased accelerating 
voltages, increased deflection voltages, nor increased depth 
to accomplish an increase in image screen dimensions. 

With the various number of typical arrangements of 
horizontal and vertical sweep deflection systems in view, 
as are presented in Figs. 2 through 6, consideration is 
now given to additional exemplary arrangements of these 
deflection systems in order to further illustrate additional 
modifications thereof suitable for use in the various ar 
rangements contemplated by the present invention. 

Fig. 9 serves to schematically present a modified con 
figuration of electrostatic deflection elements of the gen 
eral types presented in Figs. 2 and 3, wherein deflection 
elements 220, three being indicated at 220a, 220e, and 
220i, are arranged with an electron source 221 and a suit 
able field defining element 222 to produce horizontal 
sweep deflection. Curved portions 223 and 224 of de 
flection elements 220 may be designed to additionally 
compensate for any non-linearity of sweep rate presented 
by a given set of deflection conditions. Thus, for ex 
ample, a lag in sweep linearity at the beginning of sweep 
deflection by a given sweep deflection element 220e can 
be substantially compensated for by curvature 223e, and 
an increase in linearity of sweep rate during the latter 
portion of the deflecting action by a given deflection ele 
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ment 220e may be compensated for by a curved config 
uration such as presented at 224e. 

Fig. 10 serves to present yet another modification of 
horizontal sweep deflection element configuration of the 
generai type presented in Fig. 9, wherein deflection ele 
ments 225, three being indicated at 225a, 225e, and 225i, 
are associated with a suitable electron source 226 and a 
field defining element 227, said deflection elements 225 
being designed to compensate for a given non-linearity 
of sweep rate by arrangement of a portion of deflection 
elements 225 at an angle with the beam trajectory as 
shown at 228. 

Fig. 11 serves to illustrate a further modified confiura 
tion for a single horizontal sweep deflection element of the 
general type presented in Fig. 6, wherein the single de 
flection element 230, associated with an electron source 
23i and a suitable field defining element 232, is of curved 
configuration to accomplish linearity of sweep rate under 
given design and control conditions. While Fig. 11 shows 
the electron source 231 to be positioned so as to emit a 
beam that extends parallel to the field defining element 
232, it will be understood that said electron source may 
also be positioned in such a manner that its beam is 
initially inclined relative to said field defining element. 

Although the sweep deflection element configurations 
presented in Figs. 9 through 11 have been illustrated in 
arrangements for use in horizontal sweep deflection sys 
tems, it will be readily understocd that vertical sweep 
deflection elements may likewise employ similar configura 
tions to accomplish satisfactory vertical sweep linearity 
under given design and control conditions. 

Fig. 12 is a schematic bottom view of a plurality of 
electromagnetic deflection elements 245, three being indi 
cated at 245a, 245e, and 245i, of the general type pre 
sented in Fig. 5, suitable for being simultaneously ener 
gized to produce the desired horizontal sweep deflection 
by presenting to the electron beam trajectory from elec 
tron Source 246 a plurality of magnetic fields of rela 
tively greater density at points remote from the electron 
Source as a consequence of a relatively greater number of 
field windings individually associated therewith, as indi 
cated at 247a, 247e, and 247i. Electromagnetic deflec 
tion elements 245, as illustrated in Fig. 12, also illustrate 
a medification in deflection element pole piece design 
wherein pole piece faces 248 and 249 are spaced with 
portions thereof relatively close together at points rela 
tively remote from electron source 246 in order to accom 
plish linearity of sweep rate under given sweep deflec 
tion control conditions, 

Fig. 13 is a schematic perspective view of electromag 
netic deflection elements 245e illustrated in Fig. 12, show 
ing in greater detail the variable spacing of pole piece 
faces 248 and 249. 

Fig. 14 is a schematic bottom view of a plurality of 
electromagnetic sweep deflection elements of the type pre 
sented in Fig. 5, illustrating a further design suitable for 
a mode of operation wherein magnetic fields of relatively 
greater density remote from the electron source may be 
simultaneously generated. In this arrangement, electro 
magnetic elements 255, three being indicated at 255a, 
255e, and 255i, are constructed with field windings 256, 
three being indicated at 256a, 256e, and 256i, to provide 
relatively greater field density remote from electron 
Source 257. 

Fig. 15 is a schematic perspective view of deflection 
element 255e, illustrated in Fig. 14, showing in further 
detail parallel pole piece faces 258 and 259 thereof. 

Figs. 16, 17, and 18, inclusive, respectively present 
schematic front end and bottom views of a single electro 
magnetic deflection element 265 suitable for use in lieu 
of the plurality of electromagnetic elements illustrated in 
Fig. 5, wherein a suitable field winding 266 and angled 
pole pieces 267 and 268 are associated with an electron 
beam, not shown, from a suitable electron beam source 
269 to provide linearity of sweep deflection. 

Figs. 19 and 20 respectively present front and end 
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elevational views of a single electromagnetic horizontal 
sweep deflection element, electron beam source, field de 
fining elements, and viewing screen, wherein electro 
magnetic sweep deflection element 275 comprises field 
winding 276 and pole piece faces 277 and 278, and winere 
in an electron beam source 279 is arranged to delive 
an electron beam 280 in a direction substantially perpen 
dicular to the horizontal dimension of viewing screen 281. 
Horizontal Sweep deflection in this arrangement, i. e., suc 
cessive delivery of electron beam 280 in sweep deflection 
trajectories from trajectory 280a to trajectory 2&b, is 
accomplished either by progressively increasing the mag 
netic field density generated by winding 276 or by suit 
able velocity modulating electron beam 280 at beam 
source 279. It will be noted that by the arrangement 
presented in Figs. 19 and 20, the exit trajectory of elec 
tron beam 280 through either extreme trajectory 2S{). 
or 280b will be substantially vertical upon delivery of 
electron beam 280 to accelerating zone 282 and that 
self focusing of electron beam 280 will be accomplished 
because of the reverse bend nature of the bcam trajectory. 

Figs. 21 and 22 respectively present a schenuatic front 
elevational view and a schematic end elevational view of 
another modified form of a single electromagnetic hori 
Zontal sweep deflection clement of the general type pre 
sented in Figs. 19 and 20. In this modification, clectro 
magnetic sweep deflection element 285 comprises field 
winding 286 and pole piece faces 287 and 288, portions 
of which are of relatively small dimension of separation, 
as indicated at 289 and 290. Electron source 291 is 
arranged to deliver electron beam 292 between pole piece 
faces 287 and 288 in a trajectory having a substantial 
upward component, as shown. As in the arrangement 
shown in Figs. 19 and 20, delivery of electron beam 292 
throughout the horizontal dimension of accelerating zone 
293 and viewing screen 294 is accomplished either by 
varying the magnetic field density of electromagnetic de 
flection element 285 by suitable control of field winding 
286 or by velocity modulation of electron beam 292 at 
beam source 291, thus imparting to electron beam 292 
sweep deflection trajectories 292a and 292b. Pole piece 
face portions 289 and 290 of relatively reduced separa 
tion serve to provide a relatively greater field density dur 
ing the latter portions of beam trajectories 292a and 
292b, causing the exit direction of beam trajectory to be 
substantially vertical as beam 292 enters accelerating 
zone 293, as indicated. 

Fig. 23 illustrates a modified arrangement of electron 
source, initial deflection zone, accelerating zone, and 
viewing screen of the general type presented in Fig. 3 
where deflection elements 294, electron source 295, field 
defining zone 296, and accelerating zone 297 are canted 
a slight angle with respect to viewing screen 298 to place 
the deflection system components relatively close to view 
ing screen 298 at points relatively remote from the elec 
tron source and thereby compensate for a given devia 
tion from vertical of electron beam trajectories adjacent 
viewing screen 298, the angle of cant, schematically in 
dicated at 299, being selected so that a raster area having 
vertical sides results. It will also be apparent that any 
such deviation from vertical of the sides of the raster 
area may be alternatively or conjunctively compensated 
for by superposing or mixing a suitable increment of 
the vertical sweep control voltage with the horizontal 
sweep control voltage. 

Figs. 24 and 25 respectively present front and end ele 
vational views of another form of horizontal sweep de 
flection system contemplated by the present invention, 
wherein a plurality of vertical sweep deflection elements 
320, three being identified at 320a, 320e, and 320i, are 
arranged parallel to and spaced a slight distance from 
viewing screen 321 and a suitable electron source 322 is 
arranged a substantial distance from said screen in a 
manner to deliver an electron beam 323 through a tra 
jectory lying substantially parallel and adjacent to a 
viewing screen 321, comprising an electron sensitive sur 
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face, not shown. Horizontal sweep deflection elements 
324 and 325, which may be either electrostatic or electro 
magnetic in character, are arranged in equispaced rela 
tion with said trajectory and are employed to deflect elec 
tron beam 323 throughout the horizontal dimension of 
viewing screen 32, as typically indicated at 323a and 
323b, suitable anti-keystoning voltages being impressed on 
deflection elements 324 and 325 in a manner known to 
the art, as desired. It will be understood that suitable 
control of vertical sweep deflection elements 320 in con 
junction with the horizontal sweep deflection system pre 
sented in Figs. 24 and 25 will result in viewing screen 
321 being scanned throughout both dimensions thereof 
by electron beam 323. It will be readily apparent that 
embodiments of the invention of the type illustrated in 
Figs. 24 and 25 exhibit a characteristic compactness in 
depth in common with other embodiments thereof here 
in disclosed, but also necessitate an elongated side por 
tion to accommodate the electron source and initial 
sweep deflection means, thus rendering an embodiment 
such as shown in Figs. 24 and 25 less desirable in cer 
tain applications of the invention where overall com 
pactness is an important consideration. 

Fig. 26 presents a schematic front elevational view of 
a viewing screen and modified form of horizontal sweep 
deflection system, wherein the electron source 340 is ar 
ranged to deliver an electron beam 341 in a direction 
parallel to and slightly offset from a vertical edge of view 
ing screen 342, which electron beam 341 is in turn de 
livered to a horizontal sweep deflection system, the de 
flection elements of which are generally indicated at 343, 
by deflection field 344, which may be electrostatic or 
electromagnetic in character. 

Fig. 27 is a schematic front elevational view of a 
modified arrangement of electron beam source 350, view 
ing screen 351 and horizontal sweep deflection system 
352, wherein electron source 350 is arranged to impart 
to electron beam 353 an initial trajectory substantially 
opposite in direction from the beam trajectory during hori 
Zontal sweep deflection, the electron beam 353 being de 
livered to horizontal sweep deflection system 352 by means 
tof deflection field 354, suitable focusing and/or accelerat 
ing fields 355 and 356 being cmployed to deliver elec 
tron beam 353 to deflection field 354, as desired. 

It will be understood that the folded beam arrange 
ments presented in Figs. 26 and 27 are merely illustra 
tive of possible arrangements of an electron beam source 
for producing an electron beam having a substantial por 
tion of the trajectory thereof parallel and adjacent to an 
associated viewing screen and arranged for use in con 
junction with horizontal and vertical sweep deflection 
Systems operated in accordance with the present invention. 

Moreover, it will be understood that any of the hori 
Zontal sweep deflection systems above presented may be 
arranged along the vertical dimension of a given view 
ing screen by suitable arrangement of the electron beam 
Source and associated initial sweep deflection system along 
said vertical dimension. It will be equally apparent that 
Sweep deflection systems herein termed vertical sweep de 
flection systems are susceptible for use for deflection of an 
electron beam throughout the horizontal dimension of 
a given viewing screen in the event the initial beam sweep 
deflection system is arranged vertically with respect there 
to. 

Fig. 28 presents a schematic front elevational view illus 
trating the arrangement of a plurality of electromagnetic 
deflection elements suitable for use in a vertical sweep 
deflection system with cathode ray tubes of relatively small 
dimension as contemplated by the present invention. In 
Fig. 28, electromagnetic vertical sweep deflection elements 
360, three being indicated at 360a, 360e, and 360h, com 
prise opposing pole pieces 361, three being indicated at 
361a, 361e, and 361 h, and 362, three being indicated at 
362a, 362e, and 362h, and further comprise field wind 
ings 363, three being indicated at 363a, 363e, and 363h, 
of a substantially identical number of turns, which are 
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capable of being consecutively energized. The plurality 
of electromagnetic vertical sweep deflection elements 360 
are arranged to produce the indicated magnetic fields ad 
jacent viewing screen 364 to accomplish deflection of an 
electron beam, not shown, delivered from a suitable hori 
zontal sweep deflection system employed therewith. 

Fig. 29 is a schematic perspective view of one of 
electromagnetic deflection elements 360, such as 360e, 
illustrated in Fig. 28, to show a typical arrangement there 
of with viewing screen 364, a portion of which is shown 
in fragmentary perspective. 

Fig. 30 is a schematic front elevational view illustrating 
a further arrangement of a plurality of vertical Sweep 
deflection elements of the general type presented in Figs. 
28 and 29, wherein electromagnetic deflection elements 
370, three of which are indicated at 370a, 370e, and 370h, 
comprise opposing pole piece faces 371 and 372, three of 
faces 371 being indicated at 371a, 371e, and 371 h, and 
three of faces 372 being indicated at 372a, 372e, and 372h. 
Elements 370 further comprise field windings 373, three 
being indicated at 373a, 373e, and 373h. Field windings 
373 of electromagnetic deflection elements 370 are con 
structed of a relatively greater number of field windings 
373 for elements 370 relatively remote from electron 
source 374 to provide a vertical sweep deflection system 
capable of being simultaneously energized, as shown. 
Electromagnetic deflection elements 370 are placed ad 
jacent viewing screen 375 in the manner illustrated in 
Fig. 29 to provide a plurality of contiguous electromag 
netic deflection fields adjacent viewing screen 375 which, 
when simultaneously energized to increase the respective 
magnetic fields of deflection elements 370 throughout 
the sweep period, will cause an electron beam, not shown, 
delivered vertically into the vertical sweep deflection area, 
to be deflected toward and impinge upon viewing screen 
375. 

Fig. 31 presents a schematic perspective view of one 
of the electromagnetic deflection elements 370 illustrated 
in Fig. 30, element 370e being shown by way of example. 

Fig. 32 schematically presents a typical control circuit 
for a plurality of sweep deflection elements 400, three 
being indicated at 4 Cea, 400e, and 400i, suitably associ 
ated with an electron source 40 and a field defining means 
402. In the circuit presented, a plurality of control tubes 
of the conventional triode type 403, three being indicated 
at 403a, 403e, and 403i, each comprises an anode 404 
connected through a suitable load resistance, not shown, 
to a suitable voltage source, not shown, and further com 
prises a low order voltage cathode 405, and a control 
grid 406. Control grids 406 are respectively connected 
through resistances 407 across successive portions of a 
voltage divider system comprising resistances 408, three 
of which are indicated at 408a, 408e, and 408i, as shown. 
One end of the voltage divider system comprising re 
sistances 408 is connected to cathodes 405 of control tubes 
403 as indicated at 409 and a suitable sweep voltage such 
as indicated at 40 is delivered to the voltage divider sys 
tem comprising resistances 408 as indicated at 411. In 
order to accomplish the desired deflection control, sweep 
voltage 410 has a suitable initial potential to establish 
only control tube 403a in conductive condition on initia 
tion of sweep defection and is of sufficient amplitude to 
establish the anodes of control tubes 403 consecutively 
in conductive condition and thereby cause deflection of 
the electron beam in successive trajectories Substantially 
throughout the horizontal dimension of the viewing 
screen, not shown. 

Fig. 33 schematically presents a further control arrange 
ment of the general type presented in Fig. 32 for a plu 
rality of deflection elements 430, three being indicated 
at 430a, 430e, and 430i, associated with a suitable elec 
tron source 43i, wherein a plurality of control tubes 432 
of the diode type, three being indicated at 432a, 432e, 
and 432i, are utilized, which control diodes 432 each 
comprise an anode 433 connected through a load resist 
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ance, not shown, to a suitable high voltage source, not 
shown, and a cathode 434. Cathodes 434 are connected 
across a voltage divider systern comprising resistances 436, 
three being indicated at 436a, 436e, and 436i. The 
voltage divider system comprising resistances 436 is con 
nected to a suitable high voltage source 437, as indi 
cated, and has impressed thereon a suitable deflection 
sweep voltage 438 of initial potential to establish only 
control diode 432a in conductive condition at the time of 
initiation of sweep deflection and of amplitude to cause 
deflection of the electron beam throughout the associated 
dimension of the viewing screen, not shown. 

It is also contemplated by the present invention that 
certain control components of the sweep deflection control 
systems employed may be mounted in a common evacu 
ated envelope with the electron source and viewing 
screen or, as desired, may be arranged in evacuated en 
velopes separate therefrom. Accordingly, Fig. 34 illus 
tratively presents a typical arrangement of a viewing 
screen 459, an electron source 460, a horizontal sweep 
deflection system indicated generally at 461, comprising 
a plurality of anodes 462 connected to horizontal sweep 
deflection elements 463, said control tube being indi 
cated generally at 464, and further comprising the com 
mon cathode 465 and variably spaced control grid 466 
therefor, which horizontal sweep deflection system further 
comprises field defining zone 467. The vertical sweep 
deflection system, generally indicated at 468, in the ar 
rangement illustrated in Fig. 34, comprises electrostatic 
deflection wires 469, respectively and individually con 
nected to each of a plurality of anodes 470 of a lineal 
triode control tube, generally indicated at 471, further 
comprising a common cathode 472 and a variably spaced 
control grid 473. As schematically indicated, the electron 
source 460, the horizontal sweep deflection system 461 
and the vertical sweep deflection system 468 are arranged 
in a single evacuated envelope 474. 

Fig. 35 presents a schematic front elevational view 
of a viewing screen and associated horizontal and vertical 
sweep deflection systems, wherein radial deflection con 
trol tubes mounted in separate envelopes are employed. 
In this arrangement, a viewing screen 500 has associated 
therewith in common envelope 501 an electron source 
502, horizontal sweep deflection elements 503, a field 
defining zone 504 and vertical sweep deflection elements 
505. A horizontal sweep radial control tube, generally 
indicated at 506, comprises a plurality of anodes 507 
and separate envelop 508. Separate connections 509 
are made from anodes 507 of control tube 506 with re 
spective horizontal sweep deflection elements 503 through 
a suitable socket connector 510 in envelope 501. Sim 
ilarly, the vertical sweep deflection control tube 511, 
comprising a plurality of anodes 512 and a separate en 
velope 513, is arranged to be respectively connected, as 
indicated at 514, with respective deflection elements 505, 
through a suitable socket connector 515 in envelope 501. 
As has been indicated, the embodiments of the present 

invention, as illustrated in Figs. 1 through 6, along with 
various modifications of components thereof as presented 
in connection with Figs, 9 through 27 and 32 through 35, 
have been directed primarily to arrangements for mono 
chrome video signal presentation. It is to be emphasized 
that the present invention is readily adaptable to arrange 
1 nents for polychrome image presentation and it is the 
purpose of Figs. 36 through 46, inclusive, to present vari 
ous typical arrangements therefor. 

Fig. 36 schematically presents a two-color image pro 
ducing embodiment of the present invention, and serves 
also to illustrate certain features common to all applica 
tions of the present invention to polychrome picture pres 
entation. Referring to Fig. 36, a transparent plate 520 
is coated with an electron sensitive color producing sur 
face 521 on one side thereof, blue-green being shown by 
way of example, and further coated with another elec 
tron sensitive color producing surface 522 on the other 
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side thereof so that said surfaces are relatively arranged 
in parallel and close juxtaposition, red-orange being 
shown by way of example. A plurality of sweep deflec 
tion elements 523 are arranged parallel and adjacent to 
electron sensitive color surface 521 and a plurality of 
electron deflection elements 524 are correlatively asso 
ciated with said electron sensitive color producing surface 
522. Electron beams 525 and 526 are respectively de 
livered between sweep deflection elements 523 and elec 
tron sensitive color producing surface 52 on the one 
hand, and deflection elements 524 and electron sensitive 
color producing surface 522 on the other. 

Like vertical sweep deflection elements 523 and like 
vertical sweep deflection elements 524 are electrically 
connected as indicated at 527 to provide vertical Super 
position of the respective color images devei cred on elec 
tron sensitive color producing surfaces 521 and 522, as 
indicated. In an identical manner, the correlatively asso 
ciated horizontal sweep deflection elements, not shown, 
which serve to deliver electron beams 525 and 526 adja 
cent respectively adjacent surfaces 521 and 522 have like 
ciements thereof electrically connected to provide hori 
zontal superposition of the respective color images. It 
will be further apparent that the electrical connection of 
correiatively associated deflecticn elements and the selec 
tion of appropriate deflection element dimensions and con 
trol voltages under given design conditions will provide 
superposed color images and inherent image raster line 
arity. 

Such arrangement and connection of like deflection ele 
ments is advantageously employed with any system utiliz 
ing plural electron sensitive surfaces such as are herein 
after disclosed. Also, by such arrangement, sets of de 
flection elements correlatively associated with the plural 
surfaces are synchronously controlled by suitable sweep 
deflection voltages from a common sweep deflection volt 
age generating control circuit. Thus, in accordance with 
the present invention, it will be understood that, in Fig. 
36, electron beams 525 and 526 are delivered in the indi 
cated manner from correlatively associated horizontal 
sweep deflection elements forming components of a hori 
zontai sweep deflection system, not shown, and that ver 
tical sweep deflection elements 523 and connected sweep 
deflection elements 524 form components of a vertical 
sweep deflection system such as have been presented above 
in connection with monochrome embodiments of the 
present invention. 

In polychrome arrangements, as typified in Fig. 36, at 
east the electron sensitive color producing surface 522 
facing the viewer 528 must be sufficiently transparent to 
pass light produced by activation of clectrol sensitive 
color producing surface 52 on the remote face of plate 
520 with minimum light loss. Similarly, it will be appar 
ent that sweep deflection elements 524 must be equally 
transparent to the color images developed on electron 
surfaces 521 and 522. Such transparency of sweep de 
flection elements 524 may be suitably provided by con 
struction of respective sweep defiection elements 524 of 
strips of conductive glass, of known transparent printed 
circuitry, or of grid wires such as are presented in the 
embodiment shown in Fig. 4, sufficiently thin to allow the 
color image to be observed with a minimum of optical 
interference. 

Fig. 37 schematically presents a modified form of two 
color image presentation, wherein different electron sensi 
tive color producing surfaces 530 and 531, blue-green and 
red-orange respectively being shown by way of example, 
are coated upon separate transparent plates 532 and 533. 
A suitable plurality of vertical sweep deflection elements 
534 are arranged substantially parallcl and adjacent to 
electron sensitive surface 530 and Sweep deflection ele 
ments 535 are similarly arranged with respect to electron 
sensitive surface 531, as shown. Electron beam 536 is 
delivered substantially parallel and adjacent to electron 
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sensitive surface 530 and electron beam 537 is similarly 
delivered adjacent electronsensitive surface 531, as shown. 
The beam scanning operation utilized with the arrange 
ment presented in Fig. 37 is identical with that utilized 
for the arrangement presented in Fig. 36. 

Fig. 38 schematically illustrates a modified form of 
the arrangement presented in Fig. 36, wherein a common 
transparent plate S40 has coated on one side thereof an 
electron sensitive color producing surface 54, red-orange 
being shown by way of example, and on the other side 
thereof another electron sensitive color producing surface 
542, blue-green being shown by way of example, and 
wherein respective vertical sweep deflection elements 543 
and 544 are associated therewith. With this general ar 
rangement, a single electron beam 545 may be utilized 
to Scan both image producing materials 54i and 542 by 
tielivering to suitable beam deflecting elements 546 and 
547 an appropriate sequencing signal. Further beam de 
flecting elements 548, 549, 550 and 551 may be employed 
to deflect efcctron beam 545 through trajectories 545a 
and 545th substantially parallel and adjacent to electron 
sensitive materials 541 and 542, as desired. 

Fig. 39 generally constitutes a combination of the em 
bodiments of the invention illustrated in Figs. 36 and 37, 
and presents an arrangement of clectron sensitive color 
producing surfaces and associated coincients suitable 
for full color image presentation. In this embodiment, 
transparent plates 555 and 556 are coated with electron 
sensitive color producing surfaces 557, 558 and 559, which 
are respectively red, green and blue, by way of example. 
Said surfaces 557, 558 and 559 have respectively asso 
ciated there with a plurality of sweep defection elements 
560, 561 and 562 and electron beams 563, 564 and 565. 
it will be understood that, as in revicts color embodi 
ments, components of the arrangement a ranged between 
the viewer 566 and the electron sensitive surface 559 most 
remote from said viewer 566 must be substantially opti 
cally transparent. It will also be understood that like 
Sweep deflection elements 560, 56 and 562 are electri 
cally connected and controlled through association with 
a common vertical sweep deflection system, as previously 
indicated, to provide superposed color images on surfaces 
557, 558 and 559, as observed by the viewer 566. 

Fig. 40 schematically presents a typical arrangenient 
suitable for full color presentation, wherein it rec separate 
transparent plates 570, 571 and 572 are arranged in 
parallel and close juxtaposition and respectivcy have 
coated thereon electron sensitive color producing surfaces 
573, 574 and 575, indicated to he respectively bluc, green 
and red producing phosphors, by way of example. Re 
spectively associated with each of electron sinsitive sur 
faces 573, 574 and 575 are a plurality of swice in defection 
elements 576, 577 and 578 and electron beams 579,580 
and 581. The system presented in Fig. 40 is typical of 
those arranged in accordance with the present invertion 
which are suitable for color image presentatin ful y com 
patible with the recently proposed NESC col:r system. 
To illustrate, electron guns 582, 583 and 584 may be 
utilized for presentation of color signals produced accord 
ing to the recently developed NTSC color system, by de 
livery of the luminance component of the color signal 
simultaneously to cathodes 585, 586 and 587 of electron 
guns 582, 583 and 584 as indicated at 588 while ceiver 
ing respective blue, green and red chrominance signals to 
grids 589, 590 and 591 of electron guns 582, 583 and 584, 
as indicated at B, G, and R. 

Fig. 41 is a further modification of a full color image 
presentation systern in accordance with the present inven 
tion, wherein a single electron beam 5.ii) is sequentiaiiy 
delivered by deflection means 60, 602, 663 and 634 to a 
plurality of color image reproducing systems, indicated 
generally at 605. 606 and 607 for reproducing color 
images in blue, green and red respectively, by way of ex 
ample. It will be apparent that the color sequencing 
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beam delivery system employed in the full color arrange 
ment presented in Fig. 41 is similar in design and oper 
ation to that presented in Fig. 38. 
From the various full color embodiments of the present 

invention shown in Figs. 39 through 41, as well as in vari 
ous other color embodiments hereinafter presented, it is 
evident that appropriate consideration may be given to 
the question of whether adequate superposition of color 
images occurs when the associated color surfaces are 
viewed from angles other than perpendicular, i. e., the 
effect of parallax because of finite separation of the re 
spective color producing surfaces. Accordingly, a treat 
ment of a typical presentation involving apparent parallax 
and a manner in which such parallax may be substan 
tially eliminated is presented in Fig. 42. 

Fig. 42 presents a top schematic view of the general 
arrangement of color image presentation systems shown 
in Fig. 39, and like designating numerals have been as 
signed thereto. Obviously, no parallax problems are pre 
sented by the corresponding elements of color signals 
developed on red surface 557, green surface 558 and blue 
surface 559 when the viewer 566 is perpendicular to the 
various viewing surfaces because of automatic superposi 
tion of color images resulting from identical control of 
deflection elements respectively associated with the sur 
faces in the manner picviously set forth. Assuming, how 
ever, the viewer is at an angle of 45 degrees with respect 
to the surface, as indicated at 567, the question whether 
corresponding red, green and blue elements would appear 
separated the distance indicated at 568 deserves further 
scrutiny. 

it has been amply demonstrated by optical acuity tests 
that the human eye is relatively less sensitive to color 
definition than to black and white definition in the de 
creasing color order green, red and blue, and that serious 
degradation of blue color definition occurs only when 
the system bandwidth assigned to the blue spectrum is 
substantially iess than 500 kc. Such inability of the 
human eye to perceive color definition has been utilized in 
the proposed NTSC system by reducing the bandwidth of 
all color signals and only the white signal (i. e., luminance, 
including mixed highs of fine color detail) is transmitted 
at the full four megacycle bandwidth. 

In color systems according to the present invention, it 
has been found that the thickness dimension of trans 
parent plate 555 may be satisfactorily selected at substan 
tially less than 40 of one inch, so that no parallax problem 
is presented by the red and green images because of the 
resulting close spacing between surfaces 557 and 558. It 
has been further found that arrangements in accordance 
with the present invention may be constructed with a 
dimension of approximately 4 inch between green pro 
ducing surface 588 and blue producing surface 559, as 
indicated at 568, when deflection elements 561 are grid 
wires, thin conductive glass, or comprise transparent 5 
printed circuitry arrangeki on the surface of transparent 
plate 556 nearest the viewer. Thus, tolerances are pro 
vided so that full color systems in accordance with the 
present invention may be designed to substantially elim 
inate apparent parallax of color images throughout normal 
viewing angles. 

Fig. 43 schematically presents another full color em 
bodiment of the present invention, suitable for presenting 
full color images utilizing four electron sensitive color 
producing surfaces 610, 61, 612 and 613 respectively 
coated on two transparent plates 64 and 615, as shown, 
for producing color images which are respectively blue, 
red, green and yellow, by way of example. Respectively 
associated with said electron sensitive color producing 
surfaces 610 through 63, inclusive, are electron beams 
616, 617, 68 and 619 and sweep deflection elements 620, 
621, and 622, as shown, it being apparent that deflection 
elements 621 are arranged to defect both electron beam 
617 and electron beam 618 toward associated electron 
sensitive color producing surfaces 61 and 612. 
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Fig. 44 represents four image producing systems, gen 

erally indicated at 625, 626, 627 and 628, arranged, as 
shown, to generate respective images in blue, red, green 
and white. As will be apparent, the arrangement of 
image producing systems presented in Fig. 44 is suitable 
for simultaneous color image presentations of the type 
contemplated by the recently developed NTSC system, by 
modulation of electron beam 629, associated with image 
presentation system 628, with the luminance signal as 
indicated at 630, and by simultaneous delivery to electron 
beam 631, 632 and 633 of the respective blue, red and 
green chrominance signals, as respectively indicated at 
634, 635 and 636. 

It is also to be understood that a presentation utilizing 
four image producing systems as are generally indicated at 
625, 626, 627 and 628 in Fig. 44 may be utilized with a 
simultaneous subtractive color presentation system. Such 
subtractive embodiment advantageously utilizes image 
producing system 628 as a white light source by syn 
chronously scanning the electron sensitive white produc 
ing surface 637 thereof with electron beam 629. Such 
subtractive presentation system further requires that re 
spective electron sensitive surfaces 638, 639 and 640 of 
systems 627, 626 and 625 are of the selective color ab 
sorptive type, and are suitably arranged, as in the fol 
lowing exemplary manner; surface 638 being minus-green 
or magenta, surface 639 being minus-red or cyan, and 
surface 640 being minus-blue or xanth. 

It will be understood that the various types of color 
presentation systems as shown in Figs. 40 and 44 may 
have any two electron sensitive color producing surfaces 
coated on a single transparent plate in the manner shown 
in Figs. 36, 39 and 43. Further, the various systems pre 
sented in Figs. 36, 37, 39, 40, 43 and 44 may utilize a com 
mon electron beam source in the manner generally illus 
trated in Figs. 38 and 41, as desired, for presentations 
compatible with sequential color presentation. 

In polychrome embodiments of the present invention 
generally, as has been indicated in connection with the 
arrangement shown in Fig. 36, electron sensitive color 
producing surfaces arranged intermediate to a viewer and 
a relatively remotely situated electron sensitive color pro 
ducing surface must be substantially optically transparent. 
It is the purpose of Figs. 45 and 46 to present two suit 
able methods of arranging electron sensitive materials to 
form such surfaces whereby transparency may be accom 
plished with conventional electron sensitive materials of 
the luminescent type. In Fig. 45, transparent plate 670 
has coated thereon a thin coating of electron sensitive 
color producing material 671 which is continuous through 
out the viewing area and of coating thickness to provide 
the required transparency in a manner known to the art. 
Fig. 46 presents a further arrangement having the advan 
tage of greater resistance to "burning," wherein transpar 
ent plate 672 has coated thereon a large number of dis 
continuous elements of electron sensitive color producing 
material 673, optical transparency being provided by spac 
ing between material elements 673, as shown. Alterna 
tively, optically transparent electron sensitive color pre 
ducing materials of recent development may be used to 
impart the required optical transparency, 

Fig. 47 presents a typical adaptation of the present 
invention to subtractive color presentation wherein white 
light from a suitable source 675 is projected Successively 
through a suitable lens system 676 and a plurality of elec 
tron sensitive color absorptive surfaces 677, 678 and 679, 
relatively arranged in parallel superposition, which may 
be respectively minus-red (cyan), minus-green (magneta), 
and minus-blue (xanth), for example. Said color absorp 
tive surfaces 677, 678 and 679 are respectively scanned by 
deflection systems 680, 681 and 682, arranged in accord 
ance with the present invention. By operation of such 
arrangement, a full color image is projected on a suitable 
viewing screen 683 and presented to the viewer 684, as 
indicated. 
Embodiments of the present invention heretofore pre 
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sented, including both monochrome and polychrome ad 
aptations, develop images which are two dimensional in 
character. It also is contemplated by the present inven 
tion to provide various types of three dimensional pres 
entation, either of monochrome or polychrome nature. 
Accordingly, it is the purpose of Figs. 48 through 55, 
inclusive, to schematically present various arrangements 
of the present invention suitable for producing images of 
a three dimensional character. 

Fig. 48 schematically illustrates a typical embodiment 
of the present invention wherein a viewing screen 690 is 
arranged to provide a viewing surface 691 of concave 
configuration substantially through the horizontal dimen 
sion thereof with respect to viewer 692, to provide a visual 
image having three dimensional characteristics by virtue 
of having panoramic depth perception properties. It will 
be understood that one or more additional viewing screens 
of the same construction can be employed in tandem posi 
tion with the one illustrated in Fig. 48. 

Fig. 49 schematically illustrates a further typical en 
bodiment of the present invention, wherein a viewing 
screen 695 is arranged to present a viewing surface 696 
of convex configuration substantially throughout the hori 
zontal dimension thereof with respect to the viewer 697 
to provide a visual image having three dimensional char 
acteristics by virtue of having panoramic depth percep 
tion properties. It will be understood that one or more 
additional viewing screens of the same construction can 
be employed in tandem position with the one illustrated 
in Fig. 49. 

Fig. 50 schematically presents a top view of a typical 
arrangement of electron source and horizontal Sweep de 
flection elements, suitable for use in deflection systems 
employed with viewing screens of a concave nature as 
illustrated in Fig. 48 or with viewing screens of convex 
nature as illustrated in Fig. 49. As shown in Fig. 50, 
electron source 700 and a plurality of horizontal sweep 
deflection elements 701, three being indicated at 701a, 
701e, and 701i, are arranged in curved relation and a 
curved beam trajectory, not shown, lying generally par 
allel to and slightly offset from the curvature of the as 
sociated viewing screen or screens, not shown, is provided 
by maintaining a plurality of opposing field defining ele 
ments 702, three being shown at 702a, 702e and 702i, 
and field defining elements 703, three being shown at 
703a, 703e and 703i, at relative field defining potentials 
such that the potential of a given field defining element 
702 on the convex side of the deflection system is slightly 
lower than the field potential of a given field defining 
element 703 to thereby provide the necessary curved beam 
trajectory, 

Fig. 51 illustrates a further embodiment of the present 
invention suitable for three dimensional image presenta 
tion, wherein a plurality of like viewing screens or sets 
of viewing screens and correlatively associated Sweep 
defection elements 705, 706, 707 and 708 are arranged 
in depth from the viewer 709 to provide three dimensional 
image presentation of a relief character. 

Fig. 52 presents a typical embodiment of the present 
invention suitable for three dimensional presentation of 
the stereoptic type, wherein two electron sensitive screen 
systems, generally indicated at 710 and 711, are arranged 
in a side-by-side manner and respectively associated with 
polarizing filters 712 and 713 of opposing polarity as 
indicated at 714 and 715. The two polarized images thus 
generated are delivered to a suitable viewing screen 716 
by a projection means comprising reflection mirror 717 
and semi-transparent mirror 718 of known design, in the 
manner indicated. The superposed images thus appear 
ing on viewing screen 716 will produce a stereoptic image 
when viewed with polarizing viewing filters in a manner 
known to the art. 

Fig. 53 presents a further embodiment of the present 
invention suitable for three dimensional presentation of 
a stereoptic character wherein two electron sensitive 
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screen systems 720 and 721 are arranged in an opposing 
manner, and suitably optically separated as by optical 
mask 722. In a manner similar to that employed in the 
system presented in Fig. 52, light polarizing filters 722 
and 723 of opposing polarity, as indicated at 724 and 
725, are respectively associated with screen systems 720 
and 721. The resulting polarized images may be super 
imposed on a suitable viewing screen 726 by reflective 
mirrors 727, 728 and 729, and a semi-transparent mirror 
730, arranged as indicated. 

Fig. 54 schematically presents another arrangement of 
electron sensitive screen systems suitable for three dimen 
sional image presentation of a stereoptic character, 
wherein a screen system, generally indicated at 735, is 
arranged perpendicular to a second electron sensitive 
screen system 736 arranged in accordance with the pres 
ent invention. Said systems 735 and 736 are respectively 
associated with light polarizing filters 737 and 738 of 
opposing polarity as indicated at 739 and 740. The re 
Sulting polarized images are superimposed on a suitable 
viewing screen 741 by means of a semi-transparent mirror 
742, arranged as indicated, 

Fig. 55 presents a modified form of three dimensional 
presentation of a stereoptic character, wherein two screen 
Systems generally indicated at 745 and 746 are associated 
with light polarizing filters 747 and 748 of opposing 
polarity, as indicated at 749 and 750. As in Fig. 54, 
the resulting polarized images are superimposed on a 
suitable viewing screen 751 by means of a semi 
transparent mirror 752, as indicated. In the arrangement 
shown in Fig. 55, screen systems 745 and 746 may utilize 
a single electron beam 753 from a common electron beam 
source, not shown, which beam 753 is suitably sequentially 
delivered thereto by application of proper sequencing 
voltages to deflection elements 754 and 755. 

It is to be understood that various three dimensional 
presentation systems, such as are presented in Figs. 48 
through 55, may be arranged as schematically indicated 
to provide three dimensional presentation of a mono 
chrome character or may utilize a group of color pro 
ducing viewing screens such as are presented in Figs. 36 
through 44, in any given three dimensional image presen 
tation system, to accomplish three dimensional image 
presentation in color. 

It will be apparent that the concepts contributed by 
the present invention have wide application in cathode 
ray scanning devices and in electron beam deflection con 
trol therefor. In addition to being susceptible of use in 
monochrome and polychrome television image presenta 
tion, the scanning arrangements contemplated by the pres 
ent invention may be employed in cathode ray oscillo 
Scope applications, it being evident that the sweep deflec 
tion systems of tubes so employed may be controlled by 
voltages not necessarily sawtooth in waveform. More 
over, the screen scanning system arrangements presented 
will be understood to have general application as well in 
various other cathode ray scanning systems, such as for 
radar image presentation and video image producing 
equipment. 

Accordingly, it is the purpose of Figs. 56 through 59, 
inclusive, to present two representative types of radar 
information presentation particularly adapted for use in 
the present invention, and it is the purpose of Fig. 60 to 
present a typical arrangement of video color image pro 
ducing device embodying the principles of the present 
invention. 

Considering Figs. 56 and 57 in further detail, to illus 
trate particular application of the present invention to 
one type of radar signal presentation, a suitable poly 
chrome viewing screen comprising a transparent plate 760 
has coated on the opposing sides thereof suitable elec 
tron sensitive color producing surfaces 761 and 762, which 
are respectively green and white by way of example, 
only the activated portions of which are shown. Respec 
tively associated with each of electron sensitive surfaces 
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761 and 762 are deflection elements 763 and 764 arranged 
in accordance with the present invention. An electron 
beam 765 is selectively delivered aljacent surfaces 761 
and 762 by deflection elements 766, 767, 768 and 769, 
as shown. Utilizing radar target distinguishing circuits 
known to the art, a selective signal may be delivered to 
deflection elements 766 and 767 to cause stationary radar 
target signals to activate electron sensitive surface 761 
and moving target signals to activate the other electron 
sensitive surface 762. With such an arrangement, mov 
ing target signals are presented on a common viewing 
screen with stationary target signals in a distinguishing 
color for ready recognition, the entire presentation sys 
tem being of simple, shallow construction. 
Considering Figs. 58 and 59 in further detail, to illus 

trate an application of the present invention particularly 
suitable for special signal presentation, a suitable poly 
chrome viewing screen comprising a transparent plate 780 
has coated on the opposing sides thereof electron sensi 
tive color producing surfaces 781 and 782, which are re 
spectively yellow and blue by way of example, only the 
activated portions of which are shown. Respectively as 
Sociated in parallel and adjacent relation with each of 
electron sensitive surfaces 781 and 782 and co-extensive 
therewith to the extent necessary are a plurality of ver 
tically elongated horizontal sweep deflection elements 783 
and 784 arranged parallel to and slightly offset from said 
Surfaces 78 and 782, as illustrated in Fig. 59. An elec 
tron Source 785, producing an electron beam 786, has 
associated therewith vertically arranged deflection ele 
ments 787 and 788 and horizontally arranged deflection 
elements 789, 790, 791 and 792, as shown. Suitable se 
quencing voltages are delivered to deflection elements 
787 through 792, inclusive, to successively deliver elec 
tron beam 786 along a trajectory 786a parallel to a first 
base, not shown, and along trajectory 786b parallel to 
a Second base, not shown. Horizontal sweep deflection 
elements 783 and 784 are controlled in accordance with 
the present invention at rates corresponding to the first 
and Second bases selected, and a signal may be delivered 
Synchronously to the electron source 785 to provide se 
quential unblanking of the beam only for a gated signal 
for example, in a manner known to the art. Thus, in the 
illustrated embodiment, one type of signal information 
may be presented in yellow, as indicated at 781, along 
one base, and another type of signal information may be 
presented in blue, as indicated at 782, along a second 
base, the two types of information being clearly presented 
in contrasting colors on a single viewing screen of sim 
ple design and shallow construction. 

Fig. 60 schematically illustrates a typical application of 
the present invention to a polychrome image camera tube. 
Such an image tube, generally indicated at 800, comprises 
a plurality of target plates 801, 802 and 803 with photo 
emissive electrical charge image producing surfaces 804, : 
805 and 806 respectively coated thereon. Respectively 
coated on the opposing sides of each of target plates 801, 
802 and 803 are transparent conductive coatings 807, 808 
and 809, to which are respectively connected signal out 
put leads 810, 811 and 812. Sweep deflection systems, 
the vertical sweep deflection elements of which are shown 
at 813, 814 and 815, together with electron beams 86, 
817 and 818, are respectively arranged with respect to 
photo-emissive surfaces 804, 805 and 806, in accordance 
with the present invention, as shown. Operation of each 
of the signal developing sections of the image tube 800, 
as illustrated, is similar to that of iconoscopes in general 
in that image light 819 from the image to be reproduced 
is delivered through a suitable lens system 820 to photo 
emissive surfaces 804, 805 and 806, causing photo-elec 
trons to be emitted from the light receiving portions there 
of. These photo-electrons are attracted to respective de 
flection elements 813, 814 and 815, at least a portion of 
which are maintained relatively positive with respect there 
to at any given time, and thus create an electrical charge 
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image on the photo-emissive surface. Electron beams 
816, 817 and 818 are of a velocity to strike respective 
photo-emissive surfaces 804, 805 and 806 only where 
image light 819 has caused photo-electron emission, in 
the conventional manner. Where the scanning electron 
beams 816, 817 and 818 strike the photo-emissive sur 
faces, a capacitative signal is generated on each of the 
output leads 810, 811 and 812. The illustrated arrange 
ment separates image light 819 into its color components 
in the manner hereinafter set forth. White images are 
Seen by the tube section comprising output lead 812 and 
a white signal is obtained therefrom as indicated at 821. 
Interposed between this section and the next adjacent 
section is a color filter 822 selected to pass any two of the 
three primary colors, red and blue being passed, in the 
embodiment illustrated, by use of a magenta filter. The 
output signal obtained from output 811 will accordingly 
represent the blue-red components of the image as indi 
cated at 823. Between the section of image tube 800 com 
prising output 811 and the adjacent section comprising 
output 810, there is interposed a blue filter 824 so that a 
signal representing the blue component of the image ap 
pears on output 810, as indicated at 825. By mixing 
circuits known to the art, any of the primary colors may 
be obtained by proper electrical mixing or subtracting of 
signals 821, 823 and 825. Thus, the red signal can be ob 
tained by subtracting blue signal 825 from the blue and 
red signal 823 and a green signal obtained by subtracting 
the blue and red signal 823 from white signal 821. 

In the arrangement shown, a particular design may 
render necessary placement of optically transparent elec 
trostatic shields between each of vertical deflection ele 
ments 814 and 815 and respectively adjacent conductive 
pickup coatings 809 and 808 in order to minimize ca 
pacitative coupling therebetween. It will be understood 
that deflection elements 814 and 815 may be construction 
ally associated with respective color filters 824 and 822. 
as by being coated thereon, as desired. 

It will also be understood that a typical monochrome 
image camera tube embodying the present invention may 
utilize the single white signal generating section compris 
ing output lead 812 and associated components to produce 
a black and white video signal. 
The term control tube has been employed to denote 

Such control arrangements whether or not the components 
thereof are mounted in a separate or common envelope 
with the cathode ray tube envelope, and the types of con 
trol tubes presented in the embodiment of the invention 
illustrated in Figs, 2 through 6 are to be understood as 
merely illustrative of the types of sweep deflection ele 
nent control suitable for systems designed in accordance 
with the present invention. 

Accordingly, it is the purpose of Figs, 6 through 67 
to present additional exemplary lineal control tubes util 
izing one or more variably spaced control elements and 
it is the purpose of Figs. 68 through 74 to present addi 
tional exemplary types of similarly designed radial con 
trol tubes suitable for sweep deflection control as con 
templated by the present invention. 

Fig. 6 illustrates a schematic arrangement of a lineal 
tetrode control tube employing a plurality of anodes 860, 
three being indicated at 860a 860e and 860i, a common 
cathode 861, a screen grid 862, and a variably spaced 
control grid 863. 

Fig. 62 illustrates a schematic arrangement of a lineal 
pentode control tube comprising a plurality of anodes 
865, three being indicated at 865a, 865e and 865i, a con 
imon cathode 866, a screen grid 867 and two inversely 
variably spaced control grids 868 and 869. 

Fig. 63 illustrates a schematic arrangement of a lineal 
liexode control tube employing a plurality of anodes 870, 
three being indicated at 870a, 870e and 870i, a common 
cathode 871, a suppressor grid 872, a screen grid 873 and 
two inversely variably spaced control grids 874 and 875. 

Fig. 64 illustrates a schematic arrangement of another 
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form of lineal hexode control tube, comprising a plurality 
of anodes 876, three being indicated at 876a, 876e and 
876i, a common cathode 877, a screen grid 878, an ac 
celerating grid or virtual cathode 879 and two inversely 
variable control grids 880 and 881 also functioning as a 
suppressor grid. 

Fig. 65 illustrates a schematic arrangement of a lineal 
heptode control tube, comprising a plurality of anodes 
882, three being indicated at 882a, 882e and 882i, a com 
mon cathode 883, a screen grid 884, an accelerating grid 
or virtual cathode 885, a suppressor grid 886 and two 
inversely variable control grids 887 and 888. 

Fig. 66 illustrates a schematice arrangement of a suit 
able lineal octode control tube, comprising a plurality of 
anodes 889, three being indicated at 889a, 889e and 889i, 
a common cathode 890, a first screen grid 891, a second 
screen grid 892, an accelerating grid or virtual cathode 
893, a suppressor grid 894, and two inversely variably 
spaced control grids 895 and 896. 

Fig. 67 illustrates a schematic arrangement of another 
form of lineal pentode control tube illustrating the prin 
ciple that the desired control tube characteristics may be 
accomplished by variably spacing control tube compon 
ents. Thus, the illustrated lineal pentode comprises a 
plurality of anodes 897, three being indicated at 897a, 
897e and 897 i, a common cathode 898, a screen grid 
899, a first control grid 900 with portions thereof variably 
spaced from cathode 898, and a second control grid 901 
with portions thereof variably spaced from control grid 
900 and from screen grid 899. 

Fig. 68 presents a schematic arrangement of a tippical 
radial tetrode control tube comprising a plurality of anodes 
902, three being indicated at 902a, 902e and 902i, a com 
mon cathode 904, a screen grid 905 and a variably spaced 
control grid 906. 

Fig. 69 presents a schematic arrangement of a typical 
radial hexode control tube, comprising a plurality of 
anodes 907, three being indicated at 907a, 907e and 907i, 
a common cathode 908, a screen grid 909, a suppressor 
grid 90 and two inversely variably spaced control grids 
91 and 92. 

Hig. 70 presents a schematic arrangement of another 
typical radial hexode control tube, comprising a plurality 
of anodes 913, three being indicated at 913a, 913e and 
913i, a common cathode 914, a screen grid 915, an as 
selerating grid or virtual cathode 916, and two inversely 
variably spaced control grids 917 and 918, control grid 
918 also serving as a suppressor grid. 

Fig. 7 I presents a schematic arrangement of a typical 
radial heptode control tube comprising a plurality of 
anodes 919, three being indicated at 919a, 919e and 919i, 
a common cathode 920, a screen grid 921, a suppressor 
grid 922, an asselerating grid or virtual cathode 923, and 
two inversely variably spaced control grids 924 and 925. 

Fig. 72 presents a schematic arrangement of a typical 
radial octode control tube illustrating use of a suppressor 
grid having beaming portions to isolate current conduc 
tion to a given anode arranged radially between such beam 
portions, which control tube comprises a plurality of 
anocles 926, three being indicated at 926a, 926e and 926i, 
a common cathode 927, a first screen grid 928, a second 
screen grid 929, a segmental suppressor grid 930 having 
hearning portions 930a, an accelerating grid or virtual 
cathode 931 aud two inversely variably spaced control 
grids 932 and 933. 

Fig. 73 is a schematic arrangement of another form 
of typical radial mentode control tube, comprising a plural 
ity of anodes 934, three being indicated at 934a, 934e 
and 934i, a common cathode 935, a screen grid 936 and 
two inversely and segmentally variable control grids 937 
and 938. 

Fig. 74 presents a further modification of a radial pen 
tode control tube, to illustrate the principle that the 
desired characteristics may be accomplished by variably 
spacing components of the control tube. As shown, the 
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control tube arrangement presented in Fig. 74 comprises 
a plurality of anodes 939, three being indictated at 
939a, 939e and 939i, a common cathode 940, a screen 
grid 941, a first control grid 942 variably spaced from 
common cathode 940, and a second control grid 943 
variably spaced from said first control grid 942 and 
screen grid 941. 

Generally, Sweep deflection control tubes such as are 
presented in Figs. 3, 5, 62 through 67, and 69 through 74, 
inclusive, which employ a plurality of inversely variably 
Spaced control grids, in effect provide a beaming action 
between a common cathode and a plurality of anodes, 
and are relatively more efficient than similar tubes em 
ploying a single variably spaced control grid from the 
standpoint of power consumption. As indicated in con 
nection with the operation of control tube 50 illustrated 
in Fig. 3, for example, optimum design of control tubes 
of this type should be such as to produce a beaming action 
which will maintain at least one precedingly conductive 
adjacent anode in conductive condition when a given 
anode thereof assumes a conductive deflection control 
condition in order to prevent distortion of the given 
deflection field. It will be understood that the variable 
spacing of control tubes of the types presented generally 
may be accomplished by segmental variation of a control 
grid, as illustrated in Figs. 5 and 73 by variable spacing 
between tube components, as illustrated in Figs. 67 and 
74, or by other arrangements known to the art of one or 
more components to provide the desired characteristics un 
der given operating conditions. It will be also understood 
that various designs of tube components which serve to 
facilitate the beaming action, such as grid projection 930a 
in Fig. 72, are subject to use in conjunction with any 
Selected arrangement of control tube components and may 
be of various configurations to accomplish the intended 
purpose. In connection with variably spaced control 
grids of the types herein disclosed, in the event undue 
control grid-cathode current is encountered during por 
tions of the Sweep cycle when the sweep voltage is rela 
tively positive so as to materially interfere with the desired 
control action, it will be readily apparent to those skilled 
in the art that at least some of the control grid portions 
respectively operatively associated with the control anodes 
may be connected to adjacent grid portions through suit 
able isolating resistances so as to accomplish the desired 
control action as to all control anodes. 

It will be further understood that control tubes and 
associated circuits for use as components of sweep deflec 
tion Systems in accordance with the present invention 
should be designed to provide proper amplification and 
voltage characteristics along the general lines presented 
in Figs. 7 and 8 to insure linearity of sweep rate. 

With the various types of sweep deflection control and 
design considerations therefor in view, a wide variety of 
Sweep deflection control tubes and associated circuits, as 
well as other switching arrangements capable of delivering 
the desired control voltages necessary to accomplish beam 
Scanning under given design conditions, will be suggested 
to those skilled in the art. 

Although various types of control tubes have been 
disclosed which utilize one or more variably spaced con 
trol grids and although such control tubes have particular 
application for generation of sweep deflection control volt 
ages in Sweep deflection systems as contemplated by the 
present invention, it will be apparent that control tubes 
of these types are capable of wide application as radial 
bean) electronic switching devices for use in other arrange 
ments, such as in electronic counting circuits, telephonic 
Systems, and the like. 

Although control tubes of the type employing at least 
one variably spaced control grid have been described 
in association with a plurality of anodes, it will be ap 
parent that the simplicity of switching control afforded by 
use of one variably spaced control grid or two inversely 
variably spaced control grids in common with several 
anodes is particularly advantageous when a series of con 
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siderable number, i. e. a multiplicity, of anodes are se 
lectively so controlled. 
As a result of utilization of electron beam scanning 

systems arranged with one or more image screens in ac 
cordance with the present invention, the cathode ray 
tube envelope may be of shallow dimension in depth and 
formed in any suitable manner, such as by having a back 
or rear portion of sheet metal or glass in the configuration 
of a shallow tray 950 and having a transparent face plate 
951 joined in a manner known to the art with said back 
or rear portion as illustrated in Fig. 75. 
While the present invention has been described with 

the aid of various embodiments and typical arrangements 
thereof, it will be understood that the invention is not 
limited to the particular constructional details shown and 
described, which may be departed from without departing 
from the spirit and scope of the invention. 

This application is a continuation-in-part of application 
Serial Number 355, 965, filed May 19, 1953. 

I claim: 
1. An electron space discharge device comprising a 

target plate, means for delivering a cathode ray along a 
path which extends in proximate non-registering relation 
with said target plate, means operable to deflect said 
cathode ray from said path to paths successively adjacent 
to various portions of said target plate, and means op 
erable to apply deflecting forces to different points along 
said last paths to deflect said cathode ray successively to 
ward various portions of said target plate. 

2. The method of scanning a target plate with a cathode 
ray, comprising delivering said cathode ray in a path 
slightiy offset from said target plate, deflecting said beam 
through a series of contiguously arrayed paths lying sub 
stantially parallel and adjacent to said target plate, 
and successively deflecting said cathode Iay toward said 8 
target plate at various points along said paths. 

3. The method of scanning a target plate with an 
electron beana, comprising initially delivering a substan 
tially linear beam of electrons in a direction substantially 
parallel to and slightly offset from said target plate, suc 
cessively deflecting said electron beam through a series 
of contiguously arrayed trajectories lying Substantially 
parallel and adjacent to said target plate, and further 
successively deflecting said electron beam into registration 
with said target plate at points variously spaced along Said 
trajectories. 

4. A cathode ray tube comprising an electron Sensitive 
image screen, means arranged to deliver an electron beam 
Substantially parallel and slightly offset from said image 
screen, a sweep deflection system arranged to deflect said 
electron beam throughout one dimension of an area 
which lies in substantially parallel and in coextensive rela 
tion with said image screen, and a second sweep deflection 
system arranged to further deflect said electron beam to 
ward said image screen substantially throughout the other 
dimension thereof. 

5. A cathode ray tube comprising an electron sensitive 
inhage screen, means arranged to deliver an electron beam 
through a trajectory substantially parallel and adjacent 
to said image screen, a sweep deflection system comprising 
means operable to generate a beam deflecting field consecu 
tively along said trajectory to deflect said beam through 
successive trajectories substantially parallel and adjacent 
to said image screen, and a second sweep deflection sys 
tem comprising means operable to generate a beam deflect 
ing field consecutively transversely along said successive 
trajectories adjacent to said image screen to further deflect 
said electron beam successively toward different portions 
of said image screen, thereby causing said beam to scan 
said image screen bi-directionally. 

6. The method of canning an electron sensitive image 
screen with an electron beam, comprising delivering said 
electron beam in a direction substantially parallel and 
slightly offset from said electron sensitive image screen, 
deflecting said beam successively through a series of con 
tiguously arrayed trajectories lying substantially parallel 
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to said electron sensitive image screen, and successively 
deflecting said electron beam toward said electron sensi 
tive image screen at various joints along said trajectories. 

7. The method of scanning an electron sensitive image 
screen with an electron beam comprising initially deliv 
ering a substantially linear beam of electrons in a direc 
tion substantially parallel to and slightly offset from said 
electron sensitive image screen, successively deflecting said 
electron beam through a series of contiguously arrayed 
paths lying substantially parallel to and in facing relation 
with said electron sensitive image screen, and further 
deflecting said electron beam into registration with said 
electron sensitive image screen at points successively ad 
vanced from the initial line of deflection. 

8. A cathode ray tube comprising an electron sensi 
tive viewing screen, means arranged to deliver an elec 
tron beam in substantially parallel and proximate rela 
tion with said viewing screen, a sweep deflection system 
comprising means operable to produce a varying deflect 
ing field successively along said beam path to deflect said 
beam in successive trajectories substantially parallel and 
adjacent to said viewing screen, and a second sweep de 
flection system comprising means operable to produce a 
varying deflecting field along said successive trajectories 
to further deflect said electron beam successively toward 
different portions of said viewing screen. 

9. A cathode ray tube comprising an electron sensitive 
viewing screen arranged to present an image having three 
dimensional characteristics, means operable to deliver an 
electron beam in substantially parallel and adjacent rela 
tion with said viewing screen, a sweep deflection system 
for deflecting said electron beam substantially through 
out one dimension of an area lying substantially parallel to 
and in facing relation with said viewing screen, and a 
second sweep deflection system for further deflecting said 
electron beam toward said viewing screen substantially 
throughout the other dimension thereof. 

10. A cathode ray tube suitable for polychrome im 
age presentation, comprising a plurality of electron sensi 
tive color producing surfaces for presenting the image 
in color, all of the image presenting surfaces of the tube 
being arranged in substantially parallel juxtaposition rela 
tive to each other, means operable to deliver an electron 
beam respectively substantially parallel and adjacent to 
each of said electron sensitive surfaces, and means ar 
ranged with respect to each of said surfaces to deflect 
said electron beam toward each of the electron sensitive 
surface associated therewith. 

11. A cathode ray tube suitable for polychrome tele 
vision inage presentation, comprising a plurality of elec 
tron sensitive color producing surfaces, means operable to 
deliver an electron beam respectively substantially paral 
lel and adjacent to each of said electron sensitive surfaces 
served by said beam, and means operable to deflect each 
of said electron beams toward the said electron sensi 
tive surface associated therewith to cause superposition 
of the color images produced on said surfaces. 

12. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 1 1, 
wherein said electron sensitive color producing surfaces 
are arranged to present a color image having three di 
mensional characteristics. 

13. An electron space discharge device comprising a 
target plate, deflection means mounted substantially co 
extensive with a dimensional edge of the target plate, 
means for delivering a linear electron beam adjacent said 
deflection means, means operable to energize said deflec 
tion means in a manner to effect deflection of said elec 
tron beam successively over adjacent paths parallel and 
adjacent to said target plate, and means operable to further 
deflect said electron beam into registration with said tar 
get plate. 

14. An electron space discharge device comprising a 
target plate, means for delivering a linear electron beam 
along a trajectory in substantially parallel and at least 
partially coextensive relation with one dimensional edge 
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of said target plate, means operable to successively de 
flect said electron beam from said trajectory adjacent 
to various portions of said target plate, and means oper 
able to thereafter effect deflection of said electron beam 
toward said target plate. 

15. A cathode ray tube comprising an electron sensi 
tive viewing screen, means for delivering a linear electron 
beam along a path which extends in substantially paral 
lel and coextensive relation with one dimensional edge 
of said electron sensitive viewing screen, means operable 
to successively deflect said electron beam adjacent to vari 
ous portions of said electron sensitive viewing screen, 
and means operable to thereafter effect deflection of said 
electron beam from the adjacent positions into registra 
tion with said electron sensitive viewing screen. 

16. A cathode ray tube comprising an electron sensi 
tive viewing screen, an electron source arranged to de 
liver an electron beam in a trajectory which is in sub 
stantially parallel proximity with an edge of said view 
ing screen, a horizontal sweep deflection system compris 
ing at least one horizontal sweep deflection element and 
horizontal sweep deflection control means operable to 
control said deflection element to deflect said electron 
beam in successive trajectories substantially parallel and 
adjacent to said viewing screen, a vertical sweep deflec 
tion system comprising at least one vertical sweep de 
flection element and vertical sweep deflection control 
means operable to deliver a deflection voltage thereto to 
cause said electron beam to be further deflected toward 
and impinged upon said viewing screen. 

17. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 16, 
wherein said electron source is arranged to deliver said 
electron beam in substantially parallel proximity to a 
horizontal edge of said viewing screen. 

18. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 16, 
wherein said electron source is arranged to deliver said 
electron beam in substantially parallel proximity to the 
upper edge of said viewing screen. 

19. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 16, 
wherein said horizontal sweep deflection system com 
prises a horizontal sweep control zone defined by a plu 
rality of electrostatic horizontal sweep deflection plates 
arranged transversely along and adjacent to said beam 
trajectory which are individually connected through suit 
able resistances to a positive voltage source, said control 
zone being further defined by field defining plates spaced 
along said trajectory a distance to allow passage of the 
beam therebetween, said field defining plates being con 
nected to said positive voltage source. 

20. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim. 19, 
wherein said horizontal sweep deflection control means 
comprises at least one electric space discharge device 
having remote cutoff characteristics, 

21. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 20, 
wherein said horizontal sweep deflection control means is 
a control tube comprising a plurality of anodes individu 
ally connected to said horizontal sweep deflection plates, 
a common cathode, and at least one variably spaced con 
trol grid, said control grid being arranged with respect 
to said plurality of anodes to consecutively establish said 
anodes in conductive condition when a suitable hori 
Zontal sweep voltage is delivered thereto. 

22. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 21, 
wherein said control tube comprises a plurality of in 
versely spaced control grids operable to selectively and 
consecutively establish only a portion of said anodes in 
conductive condition when suitable horizontal sweep volt 
ages are applied thereto. 

23. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 21, 
wherein said plurality of anodes and plurality of control 
grids are respectively radially and concentrically arranged 
with respect to said common cathode. 

24. A cathode ray tube comprising an electron sensitive 
viewing screen, an electron source arranged to deliver an 
electron beam through a trajectory in substantially 
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parallel proximity with an edge of said viewing screen, a 
horizontal sweep deflection system comprising a horizon 
tal Sweep control zone defined by a plurality of electro 
static horizontal sweep deflection plates arranged trans 
versely along and adjacent to said beam trajectory which 
are individually connected through suitable resistances to 
a B plus voltage source, said control zone being further 
defined by field defining plates longitudinally disposed 
below and parallel to said beam trajectory and spaced in 
a direction transversely of said trajectory a distance to 
allow passage of the beam therebetween, said field defin 
ing plates being connected to said B plus voltage source, 
horizontal sweep deflection control means operable to 
apply relatively negative sweep deflection voltages con 
secutively to said horizontal sweep deflection plates to 
thereby deflect said electron beam downwardly in suc 
cessive trajectories between said field defining plates at 
acute angles with respect to the aforesaid beam trajectory, 
said horizontal sweep deflection system further comprising 
a plurality of opposed accelerating anodes arranged in 
equispaced relation transversely of said successive trajec 
tories, said accelerating anodes serving to accelerate said 
electron beam when delivered through said successive 
trajectories to thereby deliver said beam substantially 
parallel and adjacent to said electron sensitive surface in 
successive substantially vertical trajectories substantially 
throughout the horizontal dimension thereof, a vertical 
sweep deflection system comprising at least one vertical 
sweep deflection element and vertical sweep deflection 
control means operable to deliver a deflection voltage 
thereto to cause said electron beam to be further de 
flected toward said viewing screen and cause impinge 
ment of said electron beam thereon. 

25. A cathode ray tube comprising an electron sensi 
tive viewing screen, an electron source arranged to de 
liver an electron beam through a trajectory in substan 
tially parallel proximity to an edge of said viewing screen, 
a horizontal sweep deflection system comprising at least 
one horizontal sweep deflection element and horizontal 
sweep deflection control means operable to control said 
deflection element to deflect said electron beam in suc 
cessive trajectories parallel and adjacent to said viewing 
screen, a vertical sweep deflection system comprising a 
plurality of vertical sweep deflection plates arranged trans 
versely of said successive trajectories, substantially 
parallel to said electron sensitive surface and offset there 
from a distance to permit said successive beam trajectories 
to pass between said electron sensitive surface and said 
vertical sweep deflection plates, said vertical sweep de 
flection plates being individually connected to a high 
order voltage source through suitable high order resist 
ances and said electron sensitive surface being connected 
to said high order voltage source to provide a vertical 
Sweep control zone for said electron beam successively 
delivered through said trajectories, and vertical sweep de 
flection control means operable to consecutively deliver 
deflection voltages to each of said vertical sweep deflec 
tion plates to cause said electron beam to be further de 
flected toward said viewing screen and cause impingement 
of said electron beam thereon. 

26. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 25, 
wherein said vertical sweep deflection control means com 
prises at least one electric space discharge device having 
remote cutoff characteristics. 

27. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 26, 
wherein said horizontal sweep deflection control means is 
a control tube comprising a plurality of anodes individu 
ally connected with each of said horizontal sweep deflec 
tion plates, a common cathode, and at least one variably 
spaced control grid, said control grid being arranged with 
respect to said plurality of anodes to consecutively estab 
lish said anodes in conductive condition when a suitable 
horizontal sweep voltage is delivered thereto. 

28. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 27, 
wherein said control tube comprises a plurality of in 
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versely variably spaced control grids operable to selec 
tively and consecutively establish only a portion of said 
anodes in conductive condition when suitable horizontal 
Sweep voltages are applied thereto. 

29. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 28, 
wherein said plurality of anodes and plurality of control 
grids are respectively radially and concentrically arranged 
with respect to said common cathode. 

30. A cathode ray tube comprising an electron sensi 
tive viewing screen, an electron source arranged to de 
liver an electron beam through a trajectory in substan 
tially parallel proximity with a horizontal edge of said 
viewing screen, a horizontal sweep deflection system com 
prising a plurality of horizontal sweep deflection elements 
and horizontal sweep deflection control means operable to 
control said deflection elements to deflect said electron 
beam in successive trajectories substantially parallel and 
adjacent to said viewing screen, a vertical sweep deflection 
system comprising a plurality of vertical sweep deflection 
elements and vertical sweep deflection control means op 
erable to deliver deflection voltages thereto to cause said 
electron beam to be further deflected toward said viewing 
screen and cause impingement of said electron beam 
thereon. 

31. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 30, 
wherein said viewing screen is of curved configuration 
with respect to the viewer substantially throughout the 
horizontal dimension thereof to provide three dimensional 
characteristics to the image presented. 

32. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 31, 
wherein said curved configuration is convex with respect 
to the viewer. 

33. A cathode ray tube suitable for full color image 
presentation comprising at least three electron sensitive 
primary color producing surfaces arranged in a substan 
tially parallel and juxtaposed manner, means operable 
to deliver an electron beam respectively substantially paral 
lel and adjacent to each of said electron sensitive surfaces, 
and means operable to deflect each of said electron beams 
toward the adjacent electron sensitive surface to cause 
impingement of said beam thereon. 

34. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 33, 
wherein three electron sensitive color producing surfaces 
are arranged from the viewer in the order red, green and 
blue. 

35. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 34, 
wherein said electron sensitive color producing surfaces 
are of curved configuration with respect to the viewer 
substantially throughout the horizontal dimension there 
of to provide three dimensional characteristics to the color 
1 mage. 

36. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 35, 
wherein said curved configuration is convex with respect 
to the viewer. 

37. A cathode ray tube suitable for television image 
presentation, comprising an electron sensitive light pro 
ducing surface coated on a transparent target plate, an 
electron source arranged to deliver an electron bean 
through a trajectory in substantially parallel proximity 
with the upper horizontal edge of said electron sensitive 
surface, a horizontal sweep deflection system comprising 
a horizontal sweep free field zone defined by a plurality 
of electrostatic horizontal sweep deflection plates arranged 
transversely along and adjacent to said beam trajectory 
which are individually connected through suitable resist 
ances to a B plus voltage source, said free field Zone be 
ing further defined by field defining plates longitudinally 
disposed below and parallel to said beam trajectory and 
spaced in a direction transversely of said trajectory a 
distance to allow passage of the beam therebetween, said 
field defining plates being connected to said B plus voltage 
source, horizontal sweep deflection control means com 
prising a radial control tube in turn comprising a plurality 
of anodes individually connected to said horizontal sweep 
deflection plates, a common cathode maintained at a 
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relatively negative potential, and two inversely variably 
spaced control grids, said control grids being arranged 
with respect to said plurality of anodes so that when suita 
ble inverse horizontal sweep voltages are delivered thereto 
said plurality of anodes are selectively and consecutively 
established in conductive condition in a manner to apply 
relatively negative sweep deflection voltages successively 
and consecutively to said horizontal sweep deflection 
plates to thereby deflect said electron beam downwardly 
in successive trajectories between said field defining plates 
at acute angles with respect to the aforesaid beam tra 
jectory, said horizontal sweep deflection system further 
comprising a plurality of opposed accelerating anodes 
arranged in equispaced relation transversely of said suc 
cessive trajectories, said accelerating anodes serving to 
accelerate said electron beam when delivered through said 
successive trajectories to thereby deliver said beam sub 
stantially parallel and adjacent to said electron sensitive 
surface in successive substantially vertical trajectories 
substantially throughout the horizontal dimension thereof, 
a vertical sweep deflection system comprising a plurality 
of vertical sweep deflection plates arranged transversely 
of said substantially vertical trajectories, substantially 
parallel to said electron sensitive surface and offset there 
from a distance to permit said substantially vertical beam 
trajectories to pass between said electron sensitive surface 
and said vertical sweep deflection plates, said vertical sweep 
deflection plates being individually connected to a high 
order voltage source through suitable high order resist 
ances and said electron sensitive surface being connected 
to said high order voltage source to provide a vertical 
sweep control zone for said beam as said beam is suc 
cessively delivered through said substantially vertical bears 
trajectories, vertical sweep deflection control means corn 
prising a radial control tube in turn comprising a plurality 
of anodes individually connected to said vertical sweep 
deflection plates, a common cathode maintained at a relatively negative potential, and two inversely variably 
spaced control grids, said control grids being arranged 
with respect to said plurality of anodes so that, by delivery 
of suitable inverse vertical sweep voltages thereto, said 
plurality of anodes are selectively and consecutively 
established in conductive condition in a manner to apply 
deflection voltages successively and consecutively to said 
vertical sweep deflection plates to thereby cause impinge 
ment of said beam on said electron sensitive surface suc 
cessively substantially throughout the vertical dimension 
thereof. 

38. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 37, 
wherein said electron sensitive light producing surface is 
of convex configuration throughout the horizontal dimen 
sion thereof with respect to the viewer to provide three 
dimensional characteristics to the image generated thereon. 

39. A cathode ray tube arranged in accordance with 
claim 37, suitable for color image presentation, wherein 
said electron sensitive light producing surface generates 
an image in one primary color and is arranged in parallel 
and close juxtaposition with a second electron sensitive 
light producing surface which generates an image in a 
second primary color and with a third electron sensitive 
light producing surface, which generates an image in a 
third primary color, said second and third electron sensi 
tive surfaces each having correlatively associated there 
with a plurality of horizontal sweep deflection plates and 
a plurality of vertical sweep deflection plates in like man 
ner as corresponding sweep deflection plates are associated 
with the first recited electron sensitive surface, said hori 
Zontal and vertical sweep deflection plates associated with 
said second and third electron sensitive surfaces being elec 
trically inter-connected with the corresponding horizontal 
and vertical sweep deflection plates associated with said 
first electron sensitive surface, the respective horizontal 
sweep deflection plates thereby being under common 
control of said horizontal sweep deflection control means 
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and the respective vertical sweep deflection plates there 
by being under common control of said vertical sweep de 
flection control means to cause superposition of the re 
srcctive color images. 

40. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 39, 
wherein said plurality of parallel and juxtaposed electron 
sensitive color producing surfaces are arranged from the 
viewer in the order red, green and blue. 

41. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 40, 
wherein said electron sensitive color producing surfaces 
are of convex configuration substantially throughout the 
horizontal dimension thereof with respect to the viewer 
to provide three dimensional characteristics to the images 
generated thereon. 

42. A cathode ray tube comprising an electron sensi 
five viewing Screen, an electron source arranged to de 
liver an electron beam through a trajectory in substantial 
ly parallel proximity with an edge of said viewing screen, 
a horizontal sweep deflection system comprising a control 
zote defined by a plurality of electrostatic deflection ele 
ments arranged transversely along and adjacent to said 
hkann trajectory, which elements are individually con 
lected through suitable resistances to a high order voltage 
sorce, said control zone being further defined by field 
definilgrilates longitudinally disposed below and parallel 
to Said heam trajectory and spaced in a direction trans 
versay of said trajectory at a distance to allow passage of 
th hearin there-between, said field defining plates being 
3rfected to said high order voltage source, horizontal 

sh','een deflection control means operable to deliver deflec 
tion voltages to said deflection elements in a manner to 
case deflection of said electron beam in successive tra 
icci ories substantially parallel and adjacent to said view 
ing screen, a vertical sweep deflection system comprising 
at least one vertical sweep deflection element and vertical 
sweep deflection control means operable to deliver a de 
flection voltage thereto to cause said electron beam to be 
further deflected toward said viewing screen and cause 
inpingement of said electron beam thereon. 

43. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 42, 
'', he rein said horizontal sweep deflection control means 
comprises a plurality of control tubes, each respectively 
associated with one of said horizontal sweep deflection 
elements hy connection of the anode thereof to said ele 
int, said tubes each further comprising a low order volt 
a le Cathode and a control grid respectively connected 
through suitable resistances across a voltage divider system 
having delivered thereto a horizontal sweep voltage in 
: Inanner to consecutively establish each of the anodes 
if said tubes in conductive condition to thereby apply 

relatively negative potential consecutively to said hori 
2 if Sweep deflection elements to cause said electron 
se: it to be deflected downwardly between said field de 
fining rates in successive substantially vertical trajec 
tories. 

44. A cathode ray tube comprising an electron sensitive 
viewing screen, an electron source arranged to deliver an 
clectron beam in a trajectory in substantially parallel prox 
i:ity with an edge of said viewing screen, a horizontal 
sweep deflection system comprising a plurality of horizon 
t a sweep deflection elements and horizontal sweep de 
sc{i}r control means operable to control said deflection 
ments to deflect said electron beam in successive sub 

ially vertical trajectories substantially parallel and 
ent to said viewing screen, a vertical sweep deflec 

ii in systein comprising a plurality of vertical sweep de 
illection elements and vertical Sweep deflection control 
lineans operable to deliver deflection voltages thereto to 

said electron beam to be further deflected toward 
said viewing screen and cause impingement of said electron 
beam thereon. 

45. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 44, 
wherein at least one of said horizontal and vertical sweep 
deflection control means comprises an electron beam 
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switching unit comprising a plurality of electron collector 
plates individually connected to the sweep deflection ele 
ments to be controlled, an electron beam source arranged 
to deliver an electron beam generally toward said elec 
tron collector plates, and electron beam deflection means 
: SSociated therewith to impinge said electron beam succes 
sively on said electron collector plates by delivery of suit 
able sweep voltages to said beam deflection means. 

46. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 45, 
wherein said electron beam switching unit is a component 
of said vertical Sweep deflection system and is delivered a 
suitable vertical sweep voltage. 

47. A cathode ray tube comprising an electron sensitive 
viewing screen of concave configuration with respect to 
the viewer, means for producing an electron beam having 
a trajectory Substantially parallel and adjacent to said 
viewing Screen, a Sweep deflection system comprising 
nieans Operable to produce a beam deflecting field trans 
versely and consecutively along said trajectory to deflect 
said beam in successive trajectories substantially parallel 
and adjacent to said viewing screen, and a second sweep 
deflection systern ccmprising means operable to produce 
a beam deflecting field transversely and consecutively 
along said successive trajectories to deflect said electron 
beam from Said latter trajectories successively toward vari 
cus portions of said viewing screen. 

48. A cathode ray tube suitable for color image pres 
entation, comprising an electron sensitive light producing 
surface adapted to present an image in onc color and hay 
ing associated there with an electron source and horizontal 
Sweep deflection elements arranged to deliver an electron 
beam through substantially vertical trajectories lying sub 
stantially parallel and adjacent to said surface and vertical 
Sweep deflection elements arranged to deflect said beam 
from said successive trajectories successively toward vari 
ous portions of said surface, a second electron sensitive 
light producing surface adapted to present an image in an 
other color and arranged in parallel juxtaposition with 
Said first electron sensitive surface and having correlatively 
SSociated there with a plurality of horizontal Sweep de 

flection elements end a plurality of vertical sweep detec 
tion elements in like manner as corresponding sweep 
deflection elements are associated with the first recited 
electron sensitive surface, said horizontal and vertical 
Sweep deflection elements associated with said second 
electron sensitive surface being respectively under con 
nor control of suitable horizontal and vertical sweep de 
flection control means to cause superposition of the respec 
tive color images. 

49. A cathode ray tube in accordance with clair As. 
wherein said electron sensitive color producing surfaces 
are of concave configuration Substantially throughout 
the horizontal dimension thereof with respect to the viewer 
to provide three dimensional characteristics to the color 
images generated thereon. 

50. A cathode ray tube suitable for television image 
presentation, comprising an electron sensitive light pro 
ducing surface coated on a transparent target plate, an 
electron Source arranged to deliver an electron beam 
through a trajectory in substantially parallel proximity 
with the upper horizontal edge of said electron sensitive 
surface, a horizontal sweep deflection system comprising 
a horizontal sweep control zone defined by a plurality 
of electrostatic horizontal sweep deflection plates arranged 
transversely along and adjacent to said beam trajectory, 
said sweep deflection plates being individually connected 
through suitable resistances to a high order voltage 
Source, said Sweep control zone being further defined by 
field defining plates longitudinally disposed below and 
parallel to said beam trajectory and spaced in a direction 
transversely of said trajectory a distance to allow pas 
sage of the beam therebetween, said field defining plates 
being connected to said high order voltage source, hori 
Zontal sweep deflection control means comprising a plu 
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rality of control tubes, each respectively associated with 
one of said horizontal sweep deflection plates by con 
nection of the anode thereof to said plate, said tubes 
each further comprising a low order voltage cathode and 
a control grid respectively connected through suitable 
resistances across successive portions of a voltage divider 
system having one end thereof maintained at a low order 
voltage and having delivered to the other end thereof a 
sweep voltage to consecutively establish each of the anodes 
of said tubes in conductive condition to thereby apply 
relatively negative potentials consecutively to said hori 
zontal sweep deflection plates to cause said electron beam 
to be deflected downwardly between said field defining 
plates in successive substantially vertical trajectories lying 
substantially parallel and adjacent to said electron Sensi 
tive surface, a vertical sweep deflection system comprising 
a plurality of vertical sweep deflection plates arranged 
transversely of and substantially parallel to said sub 
stantially vertical trajectories, and offset from said elec 
tron sensitive surface a distance to permit said successive 
beam trajectories to pass between said electron sensitive 
surface and said vertical sweep deflection plates, said 
vertical sweep deflection plates being individually con 
nected to a high order voltage source through suitable 
resistances and said electron sensitive surface being con 
nected to said high order voltage source to provide a 
vertical sweep control zone for said successive trajectories, 
vertical sweep deflection control means comprising an 
electron beam switching unit in turn comprising a pill 
rality of electron collector plates individually connected 
to said vertical sweep deflection elements, an electron 
beam source arranged to deliver an electron beam gen 
erally toward said electron collector plates, electron bean 
deflection means associated therewith to impinge Said 
electron beam on the electron collector plate connected 
to the uppermost vertical sweep deflection element at 
the time of initiation of vertical sweep by delivery of 
suitable vertical sweep voltages to said beam deflection 
means to cause said electron beam to impinge Successively 
on each of said electron collector plates to impart to said 
vertical sweep deflection elements a relatively negative 
voltage in descending order thereof to further deflect the 
downwardly directed electron beam passing through said 
successive trajectories toward said electron Sensitive Sur 
face, thereby causing impingement of said beam on Said 
electron sensitive surface substantially throughout the 
vertical dimension thereof. 

51. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 50, 
wherein said electron sensitive light producing surface is 
of concave configuration substantially throughout the 
horizontal dimension thereof with respect to the viewer 
to provide three dimensional characteristics to the image 
generated thereon. 

52. A cathode ray tube arranged in accordance with 
claim 50, suitable for color image presentation, wherein 
said electron sensitive light producing surface generates 
an image in one color and is arranged in parallel and 
close juxtaposition with a second electron sensitive light 
producing surface which generates an image in a second 
color, said second electron Sensitive surface having cor 
relatively associated therewith a plurality of horizontal 
sweep deflection plates and a plurality of vertical sweep 
deflection plates in like manner as corresponding sweep 
deflection plates are associated with the first recited clec 
tron sensitive surface, said horizontal and vertical Sweep 
deflection plates associated with said second electron 
sensitive surface being electrically interconnected with 
the corresponding horizontal and vertical sweep deflec 
tion plates associated with said first electron sensitive 
surface, the respective horizontal Sweep deflection plates 
thereby being under common control of said horizontal 
sweep deflection control means and the respective ver 
tical sweep deflection means thereby being under common 
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control of said vertical sweep deflection control means 
to cause superposition of the respective color images. 

53. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 52, 
wherein said plurality of parallel and juxtaposed electron 
sensitive color producing surfaces respectively generate 
color images which are red-orange and blue-green in 
character. 

54. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 53, 
wherein said plurality of parallel and juxtaposed electron 
sensitive color producing surfaces are of concave con 
figuration throughout the horizontal dimension thereof 
with respect to the viewer to provide three dimensional 
characteristics to the images generated thereon. 

55. A cathode ray tube comprising an electron sensi 
tive viewing screen, an electron source arranged to de 
liver an electron beam through a trajectory in substantially 
parallel proximity with an edge of said viewing screen, 
a horizontal sweep deflection system comprising a plu 
rality of electrostatic sweep deflection wires arranged 
transversely along and adjacent to said beam trajectory 
and further comprising field defining piates placed along 
said trajectory a distance to allow passage of said beam 
therebetween, horizontal sweep deflection control means 
operable to control said horizontai sweep deflection wires 
in a manner to deflect said electron beam in Successive 
trajectories substantially parallel and adjacent to said 
viewing screen, a vertical sweep defiection system con 
prising at least one vertical sweep deflection element and 
vertical sweep deflection control means operable to con 
trol said vertical sweep deflection element to cause said 
electron beam to be further deflected toward and in 
pinged upon said viewing Screen, 

56. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 55, 
wherein said horizontal Sweep deflection control means 
comprises a control tube comprising a plurality of anodes 
individually connected with each of said horizontal Sweep 
deflection wires, a common cathode, and oine variably 
spaced control grid, said control grid being arranged with 
respect to said plurality of anodes to consecutively estab 
lish said anodes in conductive condition when a suitable 
horizontal sweep voltage is delivered thereto. 

57. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 56, 
wherein said anodes, control grid and common cathode 
are lineally arranged. 

58. A cathode ray tube comprising an electron Sensi 
tive viewing screen, an electron source arranged to deliver 
an electron beam through a trajectory in substantially 
parallel proximity with an edge of said viewing Screen, 
a horizontal sweep deflection system comprising at least 
one horizontal sweep deflection element and horizontal 
sweep deflection control means operable to control said 
defection element to deflect said electron beam in Sue 
cessive trajectories substantially parallel and adjacent to 
said viewing screen, a vertical sweep deflection System 
comprising a plurality of electrostatic vertical sweep de 
flection wires arranged transversely along and adjacent to 
said successive beam trajectories, which wires are indi 
vidually connected through suitable high order resistances 
to a high order voltage source, and vertical Sweep de 
flection control means operable to deliver deflection volt 
ages consecutively to said vertical sweep deflection wires 
to cause said electron beam to be further defected toward 
and impinge upon said viewing Screen. 

59. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 58, 
wherein said vertical sweep deflection control means is 
a control tube which comprises a plurality of anodes indi 
vidually connected to each of said vertical sweep deflec 
tion wires, a common cathode, and at least one variably 
spaced control grid, said control grid being arranged with 
respect to said pluraltiy of anodes to consecutively estab 
lish said anodes in conductive condition when a suitable 
vertical sweep voltage is delivered thereto. 

60. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 59, 
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wherein said anodes, control grid and common cathode 
are lineally arranged. 

61. A cathode ray tube comprising a viewing screen 
having an electron sensitive surface, an electron source 
arranged to deliver an electron beam through a trajectory 
in substantially parallel proximity with an edge of said 
viewing screen, a horizontal sweep deflection system com 
prising a plurality of electrostatic sweep deflection wires 
and horizontal sweep deflection control means operable 
to consecutively deliver deflection voltages to said wires 
to deflect said electron beam in successive trajectories 
substantially parallel and adjacent to said surface, a ver 
tical sweep deflection system comprising a plurality of 
vertical sweep deflection wires and vertical Sweep deflec 
tion control means operable to deliver deflection voltages 
to said latter wires to cause said electron bean to be 
further deflected toward and impinge upon said electron 
sensitive surface. 

62. A cathode ray tube suitable for three dimensional 
image presentation comprising an electron sensitive sur- - 
face, means arranged to deliver an electron beam in 
substantially parallel proximity with said surface, a first 
sweep deflection system for delivering said electron bean 
substantially parallel and adjacent to said surface Sub 
stantially throughout one dimension thereof, and a second 
sweep deflecticin system for further deflecting said elec 
tryn beam to cause impingement thereof upon said view 
ing screen substantially throughout the cither dimension 
thereof, said electron sensitive surface having associated 
there with a plurality of like electron sensitive surfaces, 
each having correlatively controlled Sweep deflection ele 
ments, said plurality and first recised electron sensitive 
surfaces being arranged in depth with respect to the viewer 
to provide three dimensional presentation of a relief char 
acter. 

63. A cathode ray tube suitable for association with a 
white light source to provide color image presentation of 
the subtractive type, comprising a plurality of electron 
sensitive surfaces which on activation respectively selec 
tively absorb light of different primary colors, said elec 
tron sensitive surfaces being arranged in a substantially 
parallel and superposed manner intermediate said white 
light source and a viewer, means operable to deliver an 
electron heam respectively substantially parallel and ad 
jacent to each of said electron sensitive surfaces, and 
insans operable to deflect each of said electron beams 
toward the adjacent electron sensitive Surface to cause 
impingement of said beam thereon. 

64. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 63, 
ccmprising three electron sensitive color absorbing sur 
faces which are cyan, magenta and Xanth. 

65. A cathode ray fube in accordance with claim 63, 
wherein sets of said plurality of said selective color ab 
sorbing surfaces are arranged in depth with respect to 
the viewer to provide three dimensional color presenta 
tics of a relief character. 

66. A cathode ray tube suitable for television image 
presentation of the subtractive type, comprising an elec 
tre it sensitive strface which on activation selectively ab 
sorbs light, coated on a transparent target plate, an elec 
tron source arranged to deliver an electron bearn through 
a trajectory in substantially parallel proximity with the 
upper horizontal edge of said electron sensitive surface, 
a horizontal sweep deflection system comprising a hori 
zontal sweep control zone defined by a plurality of elec 
1 rostatic horizontal sweep deflection wires arranged trans 
versely along and adjacent to said beam trajectory, said 
wires being individually connected through suitable re 
sistances to a high voltage source, said sweep control 
zone being further defined by a plurality of field defin 
ing plates longitudinally disposed below and parallel to 
said bean trajectory and spaced in a direction trans 
versely of said trajectory a distance to allow passage of 
the beam therebetween, said field defining plates being 
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connected to said high voltage source, horizontal sweep 
deflection control means comprising a lineal control tube 
in turn comprising a plurality of anodes individually con 
nected to said horizontal sweep deflection wires, a com 
mon cathode maintained at a relatively negative poten 
tial, and a variably spaced control grid, said control grid 
being arranged with respect to said plurality of anodes 
so that when a suitable horizontal sweep voltage is de 
livered thereto said plurality of anodes are consecutively 
established in conductive condition and apply relatively 
negative sweep deflection voltages consecutively to said 
horizontal sweep deflection wires to deflect said electron 
beam downwardly in successive substantially vertical tra 
jectories between said field defining plates to thereby de 
liver said heam substantially parallel and adjacent to said 
electron sensitive surface in successive substantially ver 
tical trajectories substantially throughout the horizontal 
dimension thereof, a vertical sweep deflection system com 
prising a plurality of vertical sweep deflection wires ar 
i’anged transversely of said substantially vertical trajcic 
tories, and substantially parallel to said electron sensi 
tive surface and offset therefrom a distance to permit 
said substantially vertical beam trajectories to pass be 
tween said electron sensitive surface and said vertical 
sweep deflection wires, said vertical sweep deflection wires 
being individually connected to a high order voltage source 
through suitable high order resistances and said electron 
sensitive surface being connected to said latter high order 
voltage source to provide a vertical sweep control zone 
for said electron beam trajectories, vertical sweep de 
flection control means comprising a lineal control tube 
in turn comprising a plurality of anodes individually 
connected to said vertical sweep deflection wires, a com 
mon cathode maintained at a relatively negative poten 
tial, and a variably spaced control grid, said control grid 
being arranged with said plurality of anodes so that by 
delivery of a suitable vertical swicp voltage thcrete, said 
plurality of anodes are consecutively established in con 
ductive condition in a manner to apply a relatively nega 
tive voltage consecutively to said vertical sweep deflec 
tion wires to thereby cause successive impingement of 
said beam on said electron sensitive surface substantially 
throughout the vertical dimension thereof. 

67. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 66, 
wherein said electron sensitive surface has associated there. 
with a plurality of like electron sensitive surfaces arranged 
in depth with respect to the viewer to provide three di 
mensional presentation of a relief character. 

68. A cathode ray tube arranged in accordance with 
claim 66, suitable for color image presentation, wherein 
Said electron sensitive surface which on activation selec 
tively absorbs light of one primary color and is arranged 
in parallel juxtaposition with a second electron sensitivc 
surface which on activation selectively absorbs light of a 
Second primary color and with a third electron sensitive 
surface which on activation selectively absorbs light of a 
third primary color, said second and third electron sensi 
tive surfaces each having correlatively associated there 
with a plurality of horizontal sweep deflection wires and 
a plurality of vertical sweep deflection wires in like man 
ner as corresponding sweep deflection wires are associated 
with the first recited electron sensitive surface, said hori 
Zontal and vertical Sweep deflection wires associated with 
said second and third electron sensitive surfaces being 
electrically interconnected with the corresponding hori 
zontal and vertical sweep deflection wires associated with 
said first electron sensitive surface, the respective hori 
zontal sweep deflection plates thereby being under corn 
mon control of said horizontal sweep deflection control 
means and the respective vertical sweep deflection wires 
thereby being under common control of said vertical 
Sweep deflection control means to cause superposition of 
the respective images appearing on said Surfaces. 
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69. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 68, 
wherein said plurality of parallel and juxtaposed elec 
tron sensitive color absorbing surfaces of cyan, magenta 
and xanth. 

70. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 68, 
wherein sets of said electron sensitive selective color ab 
sorbing surfaces are arranged in depth with respect to 
the viewer to provide three dimensional color presentation 
of a relief character. 

71. A cathode ray tube comprising an electron sensi 
tive viewing screen, an electron source arranged to deliver 
an electron beam through a trajectory in substantially 
parallel proximity with the lower horizontal edge of said 
viewing screen, a horizontal sweep deflection element and 
horizontal sweep deflection control means operable to 
control said deflection element to deflect said electron 
beam in successive trajectories substantially parallel and 
adjacent to said viewing screen, a vertical sweep deflec 
tion system comprising at least one vertical sweep de 
flection element and vertical sweep deflection control 
means operable to deliver a deflection voltage thereto 
to cause said electron beam to be further deflected toward 
and impinged upon said viewing screen. 

72. A cathode ray tube comprising an electron sensi 
tive viewing screen, an electron source arranged to de 
liver an electron beam through a trajectory in substan 
tially parallel proximity with an edge of said viewing 
Screen, a horizontal sweep deflection system comprising 
a horizontal sweep control zone defined by a plurality 
of electromagnetic horizontal sweep deflection elements, 
each comprising a field winding and each having the pole 
pieces thereof arranged transversely along and adjacent 
to said beam trajectory, said electromagnetic deflection 
elements being electrostatically connected to a B plus 
voltage source, said sweep control zone being further de 
fined by field defining plates longitudinally disposed below 
and parallel to said beam trajectory and spaced in a di 
rection transversely of said trajectory a distance to allow 
passage of the beam therebetween, said field defining 
plates being connected to said B plus voltage source, hori 
Zontal sweep deflection control means operable to con 
secutively energize the windings of said electromagnetic 
Sweep deflection elements to cause said electron beam to 
be deflected along successive substantially vertical tra 
jectories between said field defining plates, a vertical sweep 
deflection system comprising at least one vertical sweep 
deflection element and vertical sweep deflection control 
means operable to deliver a deflection voltage thereto to 
cause said electron beam to be further deflected toward 
and impinged upon said viewing screen. 

73. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 72, 
wherein said horizontal sweep deflection control means 
comprises a plurality of control tubes, each in turn corn 
prising an anode individually connected to said B plus 
voltage source through the respective field windings of 
said electromagnetic sweep deflection elements, a low 
order potential cathode, and a control grid, said control 
grid being connected across a voltage divider system hav 
ing applied thereto a suitable horizontal sweep voltage in 
a manner to consecutively establish each of said control 
tubes in conductive condition. 

74. A cathode ray tube comprising an electron sensi 
tive viewing screen, an electron source arranged to deliver 
an electron beam through a trajectory in substantially 
parallel proximity with an edge of said viewing screen, a 
horizontal sweep deflection system comprising at least 
one horizontal sweep deflection element and horizontal 
sweep deflection control means operable to control said 
deflection elements in a manner to deflect said electron 
beam in successive trajectories substantially parallel and 
adjacent to said viewing screen, a vertical sweep deflection 
system comprising a single vertical sweep deflection plate 
substantially co-extensive with said viewing screen and 
arranged at an angle with respect to said viewing screen 
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so that portions of said sweep deflection plate relatively 
remote from said electron source are positioned relatively 
close to said viewing screen, said vertical sweep deflection 
plate being connected through a suitable resistance to 
a high order voltage source and said viewing screen being 
connected to a high order voltage source, a vertical sweep 
deflection control means comprising a control tube in 
turn comprising an anode connected to said vertical sweep 
deflection plate, a cathode maintained at a relatively low 
order potential, and a control grid which, when deliv 
ered a suitable vertical sweep voltage, establishes said 
anode at a potential to cause the electron beam delivered 
through said successive substantially vertical trajectories 
to be deflected by said vertical sweep deflection plate 
toward said viewing screen. 

75. A cathode ray tube comprising an electron sensi 
tive surface coated on a transparent target plate, an elec 
tron source arranged to deliver an electron beam through 
a trajectory in substantially parallel proximity with an 
edge of said electron sensitive surface, a horizontal sweep 
deflection system comprising at least one horizontal sweep 
deflection element and horizontal sweep deflection control 
means operable to control said deflection element to de 
flect said electron beam in successive trajectories sub 
stantially parallel and adjacent to said viewing screen, a 
vertical sweep deflection system comprising a vertical 
sweep control zone defined by at least one vertical sweep 
deflection element arranged transversely along and adja 
cent to said successive beam trajectories, said vertical 
sweep deflection element being connected through a sit 
able resistance to a high order voltage source, said ver 
tical sweep control zone being further defined by an 
electron pervious screen arranged immediately adjacent 
said electron sensitive surface, said screen being connected 
to said high voltage source, said electron sensitive surface 
being connected to a higher order voltage source than 
said electron pervious screen, and vertical sweep deflection 
control means operable to deliver a suitable deflection 
voltage to said vertical Sweep deflection element to cause 
said electron beam to be deflected toward said electron 
pervious screen and drawn therethrough by the relatively 
higher potential maintained on said electron sensitive 
surface to cause acceleration of said beam and impinge 
ment thereof on said electron sensitive surface. 

76. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 75, 
wherein said vertical sweep deflection element comprises 
a single electrostatic sweep deflection plate substantially 
co-extensive with said electron sensitive surface arranged 
with portions of said plate relatively remote from the first 
recited electron beam trajectory positioned relatively close 
to said electron sensitive surface. 

77. An electron space discharge device comprising 
means for delivering an electron beam with the axis 
thereof in a plane, means for applying lateral deflection 
forces to different points along the path of said electron 
beam to bend the beam from correspondingly different 
points along its axis to successively trace a series of con 
tiguously arrayed paths in said plane, and deflection means 
operable to thereafter successively deflect said beam from 
various portions of said plane. 

78. An electron space discharge device comprising a 
target plate, means for delivering a beam along a path 
which extends in substantially parallel and proximate 
relation with said target plate, means mounted substan 
tially co-extensively with a dimension of the target oper 
able to deflect said electron beam to successively trace a 
series of contiguous paths in a plane adjacent said target, 
and deflection means operable to deflect said beam out 
of said plane in the direction of said target plate. 

79. An electron space discharge device comprising 
means for delivering an electron beam with the axis there 
of in a plane, means for applying lateral deflection forces 
to said beam at different points along its axis to bend 
same from correspondingly different points thereon to suc 
cessively trace a series of contiguous paths in said plane, 
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and deflection means operable to successively deflect the 
bean from said plane at spaced, different intervals along 
Said paths. 

86. An election space discharge device comprising a 
target plate, means for delivering an electron beam with 
the axis thereof it a plate, means disposed substantially 
co-extensively with one dimension of said target plate for 
effecting deflection of said beam within said plane at suic 
cessively spaced points along said dimension, and means 
dispa. 2d Substantially co-extensively with a second dimen 
sion of Said target plate for deflecting said beam out of 
said piale into registration with said target plate at suc 
cessive points variously disposed along said second dimen 
SOI. 

81. A cathode ray tube suitable for monochrome tele 
vision image presentation, comprising an electron sensi 
tive image screen, means arranged to deliver an electron 
beam in a path in substantially parallel proximity with 
said image screen, a sweep deflection system comprising 
neans operable to produce a varying deflecting field at 
different points along said trajectory to deflect said beam 
in correspondingly different successive trajectories sub 
stantially parallel and adjacent to said image screen, and 
a second sweep deflection system comprising means oper 
able to produce a varying deflecting field at different points 
along said successive traiectories to further deflect said 
electron beam successively toward correspondingly dif 
ferent portions of said image screen. 

82. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 81, 
wherein said electron sensitive image screen is substan 
tially planar. 

83. A cathode ray tube suitable for television image 
presentation, cemprising an electron sensitive light pro 
ducing surface coated on a transparent target plate, an 
electron source arranged to deliver an electron beam 
through a trajectory lying in substantially parallel prox 
imity with the lower horizontal edge of said electron sensi 
tive surface, a horizontal sweep deflection system com 
prising a horizontal sweep control zone defined by a 
plurality of electromagnetic horizontal sweep deflection 
clements arranged with the pole pieces thereof equispaced 
transversely along said beam trajectory and each having 
a nagnetic field winding associated therewith, said ele 
ments being electrostatically connected to a suitable B 
plus voltage source, said sweep control zone being further 
defined by field defining plates longitudinally disposed 
below and parallel to said beam trajectory and spaced in 
a direction transversely of said trajectory a distance to 
allow passage of the beam therebetween, said field defin 
ing plates being connected to said B plus voltage source, 
horizontai sweep deflection control means comprising a 
piurality of control tubes in turn each comprising an 
anode individually connected to said B plus voltage source 
through the respective field windings of said electronag 
netic sweep deflection elements, a low order potential 
cathode, a screen grid, a suppressor grid, and a control 
gril, said control grid being connected across a voltage 
divider system maintained at one end thereof at a low 
order patential and having applied to the other end there 
of a Kiitable horizontal sweep voltage in a manner to 
coinsceutively establish each of said control tubes in con 
(iutctive condition to thereby energize the field winding of 
each of said clectromagnetic sweep deflection elements 
in consecutive mainer to deflect said electron beam up 
wardly in siccessive substantially vertical trajectories be 
tween said its defining plates substantially throughout 
the horizontal dimension of said electron sensitive surface, 
a vertie:l Sweep deflection system comprising a single 
''ertical sweep leflection plate arranged at an angle with 
respect to :::ii S.rface a said having portions thereof rel 
atively renlite from said electron source positioned rel 
:tively close to said Sirface, said vertical sweep deflection 
giate being connected through a suitable resistance to a 
high order voltage Source, an electron pervious screen 
arranged immediately adjacent said electron sensitive 
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Surface and connected to said high voltage source, said 
electron sensitive surface being connected to a high order 
voltage source, a vertical sweep deflection control means 
comprising a control tube in turn comprising an anode 
connected to said vertical sweep deflection plate, a cath 
ode maintained at a relatively low order potential, and 
a control grid which, when delivered a suitable vertical 
Sweep voltage, causes the electron beam delivered through 
said successive substantially vertical trajectories to be 
deflected by said vertical sweep deflection element toward 
said electron pervious screen substantially throughout the 
vertical dimension thereof, the electron beam being drawn 
through said electron pervious screen by the relatively 
high potential maintained on said electron sensitive sur 
face to cause acceleration and impingement of said beam 
on said electron sensitive surface. 

84. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 83, 
wherein a single electron sensitive surface is employed to 
provide a monochrome image. 

85. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 84, 
wherein said electron sensitive surface is substantially 
planar. 

86. A cathode ray tube comprising an electron sensitive 
surface, an electron source arranged a substantial distance 
from one edge of said surface in a manner to deliver an 
electron beam in a trajectory lying substantially parallel 
and adjacent to said electron sensitive surface, a first 
sweep deflection system comprising opposed deflection ele 
ments equispaced from said trajectory in a direction sub 
stantially parallel to said electron sensitive surface, means 
for delivering suitable sweep voltages to said deflection 
elements to cause said electron beam to be successively 
delivered adjacent to various portions of said electron 
sensitive surface, a second sweep deflection system com 
prising at least one sweep deflection element arranged 
generally transversely of said trajectory and spaced from 
said electron sensitive surface a distance to permit said 
beam trajectory to pass between said surface and said 
transversely arranged sweep deflection element, and sec 
ond sweep deflection control means operable to deliver a 
deflection control voltage to said transversely arranged 
Sweep deflection element to cause said electron beam to 
be further deflected toward and impinged upon said elec 
tron sensitive surface successively at points thereof war 
iously spaced from said edge of said surface. 

87. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 86, 
wherein said second weep deflection system comprises a 
plurality of transversely arranged sweep deflection ele 
ninents. 

88. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 87, 
wherein said plurality of sweep deflection elements are 
electrostatic plates. 

89. A cathcde ray tube comprising an electron sensi 
tive viewing screen, an electron source arranged to de 
liver an electron beam through a generally vertical tra 
jectory in substantially parallel proximity with said view 
ing screen. a horizontal sweep deflection system compris 
ing a least one horizontal sweep deflection element and 
horizontal sweep deflection control means operable to 
control said deflection element in a manner to deflect said 
electron beam in successive trajectories substantially par 
allel and adjacent to said viewing screen, a vertical sweep 
deflection system comprising a plurality of vertical sweep 
deflection elements arranged transversely along and ad 
jacent to said successive trajectories, which vertical sweep 
deflection elements are individually connected through 
suitable resistances to a high order voltage source, the 
vertical sweep control zone provided thereby being fur 
ther defined by connection of said electron sensitive sur 
face to said high order voltage source, vertical sweep de 
flection control means comprising a control tube in turn 
comprising a plurality of anodes individually connected 
to said vertical sweep deflection elements, a common cath 
ode maintained at a relatively negative potential, and two 
inversely variably spaced control grids, said control grids 
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being arranged with respect to said plurality of anodes so 
that, by delivery of suitable vertical sweep voltages to 
said control grids, said plurality of anodes are selectively 
and consecutively established in conductive condition in 
a manner to apply a relatively negative voltage successive 
ly and consecutively to said vertical sweep deflection ele 
ments to thereby cause successive impingement of said 
beam on correspondingly different portions of said elec 
tron surface. 

90. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 89, 
wherein the components of said control tribe are lineally 
arranged. 

91. A cathode ray tube comprising two electron sensi 
tive image producing surfaces, means arranged with re 
spect to each of said surfaces to deliver an electron beam 
substantially parallel and adjacent to each of said sur 
faces, said electron sensitive surfaces each further having 
associated therewith a plurality of sweep deflection ele 
ments, correlatively arranged and controlled to effect de 
flection of each of said electron beams substantially 
throughout one dimension of the electron sensitive sur 
face associated therewith, and a second plurality of sweep 
deflection elements correlatively arranged with said elec 
tron sensitive surfaces and controlled to further deflect 
each of said electron beams toward the image screen 
associated therewith substantially throughout the other 
dimension thereof, polarizing filters of opposing polarity 
respectively so arranged with said electron sensitive sur 
faces, and means for projecting the respective images 
developed on said electron sensitive surfaces on a single 
viewing surface to provide thereon an image having 
stereoptic properties when viewed through relatively op 
posed polarizing filters. 

92. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 91, 
wherein all of said image producing surfaces are scanned 
with an electron beam from a common electron beam 
SOTCC. 

93. A cathode ray tube suitable for full-color image 
presentation comprising at least four electron sensitive 
surfaces arranged in a substantially parallel and jux 
taposed manner, means operable to deliver an electron 
beam respectively substantially parallel and adjacent to 
each of said electron sensitive surfaces, and means op 
erable to deflect each of said electron beams toward the 
adjacent electron sensitive surface to cause impingement 
of said beam thereon. 

94. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 93, 
wherein a white luminance image is presented on one of 
said electron sensitive color producing surfaces and re 
spectively different primary chrominance images are 
presented on the remaining electron sensitive surfaces. 

95. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 94, 
wherein said white luminance image is presented on the 
said electron sensitive color producing surface most 
remote from the viewer. 

96. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 95, 
wherein said electron sensitive surfaces are arranged from 
the viewer to respectively generate images in the order 
blue, red, green and white. 

97. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 96, 
wherein two sets of associated color image producing 
surfaces are arranged with respectively opposed polariz 
ing filters, and have associated therewith means for pro 
jecting the images developed thereon on a single view 
ing surface to provide a color image having stereoptic 
properties when viewed through relatively opposed po 
larizing filters. 

98. A cathode ray tube suitable for television image 
presentation, comprising an electron sensitive surface 
coated on a transparent target plate, an electron source 
arranged a substantial distance from one edge of said 
surface in a manner to deliver an electron beam in a 
trajectory lying substantially parallel and adjacent to said 
electron sensitive surface, a horizontal sweep deflection 
system comprising opposed deflection elements equi 
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spaced from said trajectory in a direction substantially 
parallel to said electron sensitive surface, means for de 
livering suitable horizontal sweep and anti-keystoning 
voltages to said deflection elements to cause said beam to 
be delivered adjacent to said electron sensitive surface 
substantially throughout the horizontal dimension thereof, 
a vertical sweep deflection system comprising a plurality 
of vertical sweep deflection plates arranged generally 
tranversely of said trajectory, substantially parallel to said 
electron sensitive surface and offset therefrom a distance 
to permit said beam trajectory to pass between said 
surface and said vertical sweep deflection plates, said 
vertical sweep deflection plates being individually con 
nected to a high order voltage source through suitable 
high order resistances and said electron sensitive surface 
being connected to said high order voltage source to 
provide a vertical sweep control zone for said electron 
beam trajectory, vertical sweep deflection control means 
comprising a lineal control tube in turn comprising a 
plurality of anodes individually connected to said verti 
cal sweep deflection plates, a common cathode maintained 
at a relatively negative potential, and two inversely 
variably spaced control grids, said control grids being ar 
ranged with respect to said plurality of anodes so that, 
by delivery of suitable vertical sweep voltages to said 
control grids, said plurality of anodes are selectively and 
consecutively established in conductive condition in a 
manner to apply a relatively negative voltage successively 
and consecutively to said vertical sweep deflection plates 
to thereby cause impingement of said beam on suc 
cessive portions of said electron sensitive surface sub 
stantially throughout the vertical dimension thereof. 

99. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 98, 
wherein two of said electron sensitive surfaces and as 
sociated scanning systems are respectively arranged with 
polarizing filters of opposing polarity and are associated 
with means for projecting the respective images developed 
on said surfaces on a single viewing surface to provide 
thereon an image having stereoptic properties when 
viewed through relatively opposed polarizing filters. 

100. A cathode ray tube arranged in accordance with 
claim 98, suitable for color image presentation, wherein 
said electron sensitive surface generates a white image 
and is arranged in parallel juxtaposition with second, 
third, and fourth electron sensitive surfaces, each respec 
tively generating color images in different primary colors, 
and second, third, and fourth electron sensitive surfaces 
each having correlatively associated therewith a plurality 
of horizontal sweep deflection elements and a plurality 
of vertical sweep deflection elements in like manner as 
corresponding sweep deflection elements are associated 
with the first recited electron sensitive surface, said hori 
zontal and vertical sweep deflection elements associated 
with said second, third, and fourth electron sensitive sur 
faces being electrically interconnected with the corre 
sponding horizontal and vertical sweep deflection ele 
ments associaed with said first electron sensitive surface, 
the respective horizontal deflection elements thereby 
being under common control of said horizontal Sweep de 
flection means and the respective vertical sweep deflection 
elements thereby being under common control of said 
vertical sweep deflection control means to cause Super 
position of the respective white light and color images. 

101. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 100, 
wherein said electron sensitive surfaces are arranged from 
the viewer to respectively generate images in the order 
blue, red, green and white. 

102. A cathode ray tube in accordance with claim 101, 
wherein two sets of associated color image producing 
surfaces are arranged with respectively opposed polariz 
ing filters and have associated therewith means for pro 
jecting the images developed thereon on a single viewing 
surface to provide an image having stereoptic properties 
when viewed through relatively opposed polarizing filters. 

103. A cathode ray tube system in accordance with 
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claim 102, wherein said image producing surfaces are 
scanned with an electron beam from a common electron 
beam source. 

104. A cathode ray tube image screen scanning system 
having a plurality of horizontal sweep deflection elements 
adapted to be arranged in substantially parallel proximity 
with an image screen, a plurality of vertical sweep de 
flection elements adapted to be arranged substantially 
parallel and adjacent to an image screen, horizontal sweep 
deflection control means operable to deliver deflecting 
voltages to said horizontal sweep deflection elements, and 
vertical sweep deflection control means operable to de 
liver deflection voltages to said vertical sweep deflection 
elements. 

105. A cathode ray tube image screen scanning systern 
adapted to be arranged substantially parallel and adjacent 
to an image screen, comprising means for defining an 
electron beam control zone in proximity with an edge of 
said image screen, including a plurality of sweep deflec 
tion elements arranged transversely along said screen 
edge, and field defining plates disposed parallel and adja 
cent to said Sweep deflection means, horizontal sweep 
deflection control means operable to control said sweep 
deflection elements to deflect the electron beam from said 
zone in successive trajectories between said field defining 
plates, a plurality of vertical sweep deflection elements 
arranged generally transversely and adjacent to said suc 
cessive trajectories, and vertical sweep deflection control 
means operable to deflect the beam from said successive 
trajectories into registration with correspondingly different 
points on said screen. 

106. A cathode ray tube having a shallow dimension 
in depth, comprising an electron beam source, an image 
screen, means for delivering an electron beam from said 
source through successive, contiguous trajectories, all dis 
posed substantially parallel and adjacent to said image 
screen and arrayed throughout the effective area thereof, 
and means arranged substantially co-extensive with said 
image screen to cause said electron beam to be deflected 
from said successive, contiguous trajectories and im 
pinged upon said image screen. 

107. An electron space discharge device comprising an 
image screen, means for emitting an electron beam in a 
direction substantially parallel and adjacent to said screen, 
means operable to sweep said beam within a plane sub 
stantially parallel to said screen, and means operable to 
deflect said beam successively at different levels thereof 
toward said screen. 

108. An electron space discharge device comprising an 
image screen, means operable to produce a rapidly de 
scending negative field adjacent and relative to said screen, 
and means for delivering an electron beam into the space 
between said screen and said field producing means in 
the direction in which said negative field descends. 

109. An electron space discharge device comprising an 
image Screen, a plurality of vertically superposed parallel 
elements disposed adjacent and substantially parallel to 
said screen, means for delivering an electron beam into 
the space between said screen and said elements in a direc 
tion substantially parallel to the plane defined by the said 
elements, and means operable to apply to said elements in 
succession a negative bias with regard to said screen. 

110. A cathode ray tube comprising a rear portion in 
the shape of a shallow substantially rectangular tray, an 
image screen covering the open side of said tray, means 
located within said tray adjacent a corner thereof for 
delivering an electron beam along a line substantially 
parallel to an edge of said screen, means operable to 
deflect said bean in a direction perpendicular to said 
edge in Succession at different points longitudinally of 
said edge, and means operable to deflect the beam from 
its deflected trajectories toward said screen. 

111. An electron space discharge device comprising a 
target Screen, electron sensitive coatings applied to both 
faces of said screen, means for delivering electron beams 
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past both sides of said screen in trajectories extending 
substantially parallel and adjacent thereto, and means 
operable to deflect both said beams in a direction toward 
said screen. 

112. An electron space discharge device comprising a 
target screen, electron sensitive coatings applied to both 
sides of screen, means for delivering electron beams at 
either side of said screen in a direction substantially par 
allel and adjacent thereto, means operable to sweep said 
beams within planes substantially parallel to said screen, 
and means operable to deflect said beams successively at 
different levels thereof toward said screen. 

113. An electron space discharge device comprising an 
electron sensitive image screen, means for delivering an 
electron beam in proximate relation with said image 
Screen, means for deflecting said electron beam parallel 
and adjacent to the various portions of said image screen, 
and a plurality of deflection members, each of which is 
further selectively operative to deflect and cause impinge 
ment of said electron beam on correspondingly different 
portions of said image screen. 

114. An electron space discharge device comprising an 
electron sensitive image screen, means for delivering an 
electron beam in proximate relation with said image 
Screen, means operable to deflect said electron beam 
Successively to the various portions of an area which is 
coextensive with and spaced from said image screen, and 
deflection means operable to further deflect said electron 
beam from said area to impinge successively on corre 
spondingly different portions of said image screen. 

115. An electron space device comprising an electron 
sensitive image screen, means for delivering an electron 
beam along a path which lies in proximate coextensive 
relation with said image screen, means operable to deflect 
said electron beam successively along the coextensive por 
tion of the path into trajectories adjacent said image 
screen, and means operable to further deflect said beam 
successively from said trajectories into impingement on 
various portions of said image screen. 

116. A cathode ray tube suitable for image presenta 
tion comprising a plurality of electron sensitive surfaces 
for presenting an image, the image presenting surfaces 
being aligned in substantially juxtaposed relation with 
each other, means operable to deliver an electron beam 
respectively substantially parallel and adjacent to each of 
said electron surfaces, and means arranged in adjacent 
relation with respect to each of said surfaces operable to 
deflect said electron beam toward each of the electron 
sensitive surfaces associated therewith. 

117. An electron space discharge device comprising a 
target, a set of deflection means spaced from said target 
to establish a Zone therebetween, means for delivering an 
electron beam along a path which extends in adjacent 
non-registering relation with said zone, and means oper 
able to apply deflecting forces at different points along 
said path to deflect said beam into said zone at corre 
spondingly different points. 

118. An electron space discharge device comprising a 
target, deflection means disposed in spaced relation with 
said target, means for delivering an electron beam into 
the Space between said target and said deflection means 
along a path which extends in non-registering relation 
with the target, and means connected to apply beam bend 
ing signals to said deflection means to effect bending of 
the beam from the path selectively at different points into 
registration with correspondingly different points on said 
target. 

119. A cathode ray tube comprising a target screen, a 
luminescent coating applied to one face of said screen, 
a cathode ray gun arranged to deliver an electron beam 
past the coated side of said screen parallel and adjacent 
thereto, and means operable to deflect said beam from 
said path at the different points at different times into 
registration with the coated side of said screen. 

120. A cathode ray tube comprising a target screen, 
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a luminescent coating on one side of said screen, means 
disposed adjacent said screen operable to produce a field 
of a predetermined value at different points at different 
times, and an electron gun arranged to direct an electron 
beam into the space between said screen and said field 
producing means for deflection into said screen by said 
field at a point which is at said predetermined value. 

121. A cathode ray tube comprising a target screen, 
a luminescent coating on one side of said screen, means 
operable to produce a rapidly descending negative field 
adjacent and relative to the coated side of said screen, and 
an electron gun arranged to send an electron beam into 
the space between the coated side of said screen and said 
field producing means in the direction in which the nega 
tive field descends. 

122. A cathode ray tube comprising a target screen, 
a luminescent coating on one side of said screen, a plu 
rality of vertically superposed parallel wires disposed adja 
cent and parallel to the coated side of said screen, an 
electron gun arranged to direct an electron beam into the 
space between the coated side of said screen and said 
wires in a direction substantially parallel to the plane 
defined by said wires, and means operable to apply to 
said wires a negative bias with regard to the coating on 
said screen in rapid succession. 

123. A cathode ray tube comprising a target screen, 
a luminescent coating on one side of said screen, a plu 
rality of vertically superposed parallel wires disposed adja 
cent and parallel to the coated side of said screen, an 
electron gun arranged to direct an electron beam into the 
space between the coated side of said screen and said 
wires in a direction substantially parallel to the plane 
defined by said wires, means for sweeping said beam in 
said plane, and means operable to apply to said wires 
a negative bias relative to the coated side of said screen 
in rapid succession. 

124. A cathode ray tube comprising a transparent target 
screen, a luminescent coating on one face of said screen, 
an electron gun located above and laterally of said 
screen and arranged to direct its beam along a horizontal 
line above and parallel to said screen, means operable to 
deflect said beam in a downward direction in rapid suc 
cession at different points longitudinally thereof, and 
means operable to deflect the downwardly directed runs 
of said beam toward the coated surface of said target 
SCCs 

125. A cathode ray tube comprising a transparent target 
screen; a luminescent coating on one face of said screen; 
an electron gun located above and laterally of said screen 
and arranged to direct its beam along a horizontal line 
above and parallel to said screen; a first grid of longitudi 
nally juxtaposed wires disposed transversely above an 
initial path of said beam; a pair of parallel electrodes 
disposed below and parallel to said initial path and spaced 
in a direction transversely of said beam to provide a gap 
extending parallel to and below the initial path of said 
beam; a first voltage generator operable to apply in rapid 
succession a negative bias to the individual wires of said 
grid, commencing with the wire farthest from said gun, 
to deflect said beam downwardly through said gap in a 
plane parallel to the coated surface of said screen; a 
second grid of vertically superposed horizontal wires 
disposed parallel to the coated surface of said screen 
behind the downwardly directed runs of said beam; and 
a second voltage generator operable to apply a negative 
bias in rapid succession to consecutively lower wires of 
said second grid to deflect the downwardly directed runs 
of said beam toward the coated surface of said screen. 

126. A cathode ray tube comprising a rear portion 
of sheet metal in the shape of a shallow rectangular 
tray, a transparent target screen covering the open side 
of said tray, a luminescent coating on the inner face of 
said screen, an electron gun located within said tray 
adjacent an upper corner thereof and arranged to direct 
its electron beam along a line parallel to the upper edge 
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of said screen, means operable to deflect said beam in a 
downward direction in rapid succession at different points 
longitudinally of said upper edge, and means operable to 
deflect the downwardly deflected runs of said beam to 
ward the coated surface of said screen. 

127. A cathode ray tube comprising a rear portion of 
sheet metal in the shape of a shallow rectangular tray, 
a transparent target screen covering the open side of 
said tray, a luminescent coating on the inner face of 
said screen, an electron gun located within said tray ad 
jacent an upper corner thereof and arranged to direct 
its electron beam along a line parallel to the upper edge 
of said screen, a first grid of longitudinally juxtaposed 
transversely extending wires disposed within said tray 
above an initial path of said beam, a pair of parallel elec 
trodes disposed below the initial path of said beam and 
spaced in a direction transversely of said beam to pro 
vide a gap below and parallel to the initial path of said 
beam, a first voltage generator operable to apply in rapid 
succession a negative bias to the individual wires of said 
first grid relative to said electrodes to deflect said beam 
in a downward direction parallel to the coated face of 
said screen through said gap, a second grid of vertically 
superposed horizontal wires disposed parallel to the tar 
get screen behind the downwardly directed run of said 
beam, and a second voltage generator operable in syn 
chronism with said first voltage generator to apply a 
negative bias in rapid succession to consecutively lower 
wires of said grid relative to the coating on said screen 
so as to deflect the downwardly directed runs of said 
beam toward the coated side of said screen. 

128. A cathode ray tube comprising a target screen, 
luminescent coatings applied to both faces of said screen, 
means arranged to send electron beams past both sides 
of said screen parallel and adjacent thereto, and means 
operable to deflect both said beams in a direction to 
ward said screen. 

129. A cathode ray tube comprising a target screen, 
luminescent coatings applied to both sides thereof, elec 
tron guns arranged to emit electron beams at either 
side of said screen in a direction parallel and adjacent 
thereto, means operable to sweep said beams within 
planes parallel to said screen, and means operable to de 
flect said beams successively at different levels thereof 
toward said screen. 

130. A cathode ray tube comprising a target screen, 
different luminescent coatings on both sides of said 
screen, a plurality of vertically superposed parallel wires 
disposed at either side of said screen, adjacent and paral 
lel to said screen electron guns arranged to direct elec 
tron beams into the spaces between said screen and the 
wires at either side thereof in a direction substantially 
parallel to the vertical planes defined by said wires, and 
means operable to apply to said wires a negative bias 
with regard to the respective coatings on said screen in 
rapid succession starting with the uppermost ones of said 
Wres. 

131. A cathode ray tube for television reception, com 
prising at least one electron gun, so arranged that it 
produces an electron beam substantially parallel to a 
plane fluorescent screen, deflection means for deflecting 
the electron beam produced by said gun in a plane paral 
lel to said screen, an array of substantially parallel con 
ductors disposed crosswise to the electron beam and in 
facing spaced relation with said screen, means for con 
trolling said deflecting means to effect the line scanning, 
and means for establishing a potential wave running 
substantially undistorted and with the speed of the frame 
sweep across said array to produce an electric field be 
tween the array and the screen deflecting the electron 
beam on to the screen, and at the same time focusing it 
at the screen. 

132. A cathode ray tube comprising a target screen, 
a luminescent coating applied to one side thereof, a 
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cathode ray gun arranged to emit an electron beam in 
a direction parallel and adjacent to the coated side of 
said screen, means for sweeping said beam within a plane 
parallel to said screen, and means for deflecting said 
beam successively at different levels thereof toward the 
coated side of said screen. 

133. In an electron space discharge device, an elec 
tron sensitive target, means arranged to emit an electron 
beam in a direction substantially parallel and adjacent 
to said target, and means for applying at different times 
to different intervals along the parallel portion of the 
beam, forces which deflect the beam into registration 
with correspondingly different parts of the target at the 
different times. 

134. The method of presenting a visual signal on an 
electron sensitive screen which comprises delivering a 
beam substantially parallel and adjacent to the electron 
sensitive screen, and at different times deflecting said 
beam at different intervals along the parallel portions 
thereof to move the beam into point registration with 
correspondingly different portions of said screen. 

135. An electron space discharge device comprising 
an electron sensitive image screen, means arranged to 
emit an electron beam in a direction substantially paral 
lel and adjacent to said screen, means for sweeping said 
beam adjacent and parallel said screen, and means for 
applying forces to deflect said beam successively at dif 
ferent intervals thereof toward the electron sensitive 
Sceen. 

136. The method of presenting a visual signal on an 
electron sensitive screen which comprises projecting a 
beam substantially parallel and adjacent to the screen, 
sweeping said beam adjacent and parallel to said screen, 
and applying forces to deflect said beam successively at 
different intervals thereof toward the screen. 

137. An electron space discharge device comprising 
an electron sensitive screen, at least one electron gun 
arranged to emit an electron beam in a direction paral 
lel and adjacent to said screen, means associated with 
the gun for sweeping said beam substantially parallel to 
said screen, and deflection means comprising an array 
of conductor members arranged crosswise to the beam 
path for applying at different times to different inter 
vals along the parallel portion of the beam, forces which 
deflect the beam into registration with the screen at cor 
respondingly different points thereon. 

138. A cathode ray tube comprising an electron sensi 
tive screen, an electron beam source, vertical deflection 
means comprising an array of substantially parallel con 
ductor members extending substantially coextensively 
with the screen, and arranged crosswise to the beam path 
and spaced from the screen to permit delivery of the 
beam between the array and the screen, horizontal de 
flection means for sweeping said beam between said array 
and said screen, and means for controlling said conductor 
members of the array in the application of deflecting 
forces successively to the beam to deflect same onto 
different intervals of the screen. 

139. A visual signal presenting arrangement compris 
ing a cathode ray tube member having an electron sensi 
tive screen, beam projection means for emitting a beam 
in a direction substantially parallel and adjacent to said 
screen, sweep means for sweeping said beam parallel to 
said screen, and deflection means for deflecting said beam 
successively in a direction toward the screen at different 
intervals along its length; means operative to energize 
said beam projection means, and a signal source includ 
ing sweep energizing means operable to supply energizing 
signals to said sweep means, and means operable in syn 
chronism with the sweep energizing means to supply 
signals to energize said deflection means successively and 
cyclically and thereby control said beam in a raster pro 
ducing operation. 

140. A cathode ray tube comprising a target screen, 
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a luminous coating applied to one side thereof, an elec 
tron gun arranged to emit an electron beam in a direction 
parallel and adjacent to the coated side of said screen, 
means operable to sweep said beam within a plane par 
allel to said screen, and means operable to deflect said 
beam toward the coated side of said screen at progres 
sively varying distances across said screen. 

141. A cathode ray tube comprising a target screen, 
a luminescent coating on one side of said screen, means 
adjacent and parallel to the coated side of said screen 
operable to produce a beam deflecting field rapidly pro 
gressing across said screen, and an electron gun arranged 
to send an electron beam into the space between the 
coated side of said screen and said field producing means, 

142. A cathode ray tube comprising a substantially 
plane fluorescent screen, means for setting up an electron 
beam in a plane substantially parallel to the plane of 
said screen, means for deflecting said beam in the plane 
parallel to said screen in one dimension thereof and 
means for deflecting an end portion of said beam to 
wards and into impact with said screen at a position 
which is controllable in another dimension in the plane 
of said screen. 

143. An electron space discharge device comprising a 
first and a second electrical conducting member disposed 
in spaced relation to establish a control zone therebe 
tween, means for delivering an electron beam along a 
path which extends in adjacent non-registering relation 
with said zone, and means operable to apply deflecting 
forces independently and selectively to different points 
along said path to deflect said beam into said control 
zone at correspondingly different points. 

144. An electron space discharge device comprising 
target means, deflection means disposed in spaced rela 
tion with said target means to establish a zone there 
between, an electron beam source including control means 
for varying the point of entry of said beam into said 
zone, transition means located between said control means 
and said zone including at least means operative to define 
a field separating said zone from said control means, and 
means for applying energizing potentials to said deflec 
tion means to effect deflection of the beam selectively 
from its path in said zone into registration with said 
target. 

145. An electron space discharge device comprising 
target means, deflection means disposed in spaced rela 
tion with said target means to establish a zone there 
between, beam focusing means disposed adjacent said 
zone, and means operable to deliver an electron beam 
through said beam focusing means into said zone in sub 
stantially parallel relation with said target for selective 
deflection by said deflection means into registration with 
said target means. 

146. An electron space discharge device comprising 
target means, deflection means disposed in spaced rela 
tion with said target means to establish a zone there 
between, beam accelerating means disposed adjacent said 
zone, and means operable to deliver an electron beam 
through said beam accelerating means into said zone in 
substantially parallel relation with said target for selec 
tive deflection by said deflection means into registration 
with said target means. 

147. A cathode ray tube comprising an electron sensi 
tive target, electron source means arranged to deliver 
electrons along different paths substantially parallel and 
adjacent to said target, deflection means comprising a 
plurality of substantially parallel conductor members ar 
ranged crosswise to the electron paths and spaced from 
the target to permit delivery of the electrons along paths 
between the conductor members and the target, and means 
for coupling energizing potentials to said conductor mem 
bers to control same to selectively deflect the electrons 
into registration with different points on said target. 

(References on following page) 
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